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Abstract

A frequently encountered engineering problem is to determine the physical

parameters of vibrating systems from the knowledge of some of their dynamic

response characteristics, ie. the natural frequencies (eigenvalues) and mode shapes

(eigenvectors). Unlike the inverse eigenvalue approach, which is based on the

knowledge of the eigenvalues of the model, we use in this thesis both, eigenvalues

and eigenvectors. 'We show that systems with known connectivity, ie. the finite

difference or finite element models, may be reconstructed if small number of

eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors are known. Since these data may be

accurately determined from the frequency response function obtained by

experimental modal analysis, the proposed numerical algorithms may be effectively

used as a practical tool for the solution of the problem.

In the first part of the thesis we used this approach to reconstruct the physical

parameters of an axially vibrating rod, modelled using the four-point finite difference

scheme. Next, we gave a methodology for the solution of the problem that is valid



Abstract

for a general discrete model of one-dimensional vibrating systems, while in Chapter

5. we solve the problem for some multi-dimensional models.

In order to validate the practical applicability and behaviour of the proposed

methodolo E!, àrt appropriate experiment is carries out. A model of multi-storey

building, which may be accurately modelled as a discrete mass-spring system, is

chosen for the testing. The dynamic characteristics of the model, ie. the natural

frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes are determined from the frequency

response function obtained by an experimental modal analysis equipment. Using

certain two eigenpairs corresponding to these data we applied the reconstruction

algorithm developed in chapter 3 and determined the mass and stiffness parameters

of the model. It is shown that the algorithm produce excellent results using certain

eigendata, which indicates apractical use of the proposed methodology.

tv
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CHAPTER L

Im

"A problem ß called øn inverse problem because of its relationship to another

problem, called a direct problem, and because the unhnouns in tbe former are tlte

døta, or knoun, in the løtter, and aice'uersa"r .

The objective of this work is to study some new inoerse problem.s related to

mechanical systems, which are typical to the theory of vibration and engineering

pracrice. The first question associated with the term inverse problem ís "inzterse

relatiae to tabat?" To answer this question we consider the classical problems, now

called direct problems. The aim of the direct problems in vibration is to predict the

response of a system from the knowledge of its physical characteristics, the

governing laws of motion and the external forces. This may be presented in the

following diagram:

known known unknown

Figure 1-1 A direct problem in vibration

INPUT

Forces /

SYSTEM

Physical parametery'

OUTPUT
Natural frequencies?

Mode shapes?
Displacements?

t c. M. L. Gladwell and B. R. Zhu [35]



Cn¡.prnn l, Introduction

At this stage, the theory of these problems is well established and known. Inverse

problems in vibration involve the determination of some physical parameters of a

system based on the knowledge of its dynamic characteristics, ie. natural

frequencies and mode shapes. A block diagram representation of a typical inverse

problem in vibration is shown below:

known unknown known

Figure l-2 An inverse vibration problem

Consider for example, the free axial vibration of a rod, governed by the following

differential equation

(1.1)

Assuming harmonic motion, w(xJ):u(x)sin(ror), (1.1) transforms to

*(uOroUr@* ) + t"p(x)A(x)u(x) =0, ì.:c,l2 (1.2)

With the inverse problem for the rod the aim is to determine the physical

parameters E(x), A(x) and p(r) from the knowledge of certain eigenvalues l"; and

eigenfunctions ui(x). The data needed for the reconstnrction is supposed to be

1_

SYSTEM

Physical parameters ?

INPUT

Forces /

OUTPUT
Natural frequencies ¡

Modeshapes j
Displacements



Cn¡,prnn l. Introduction

generally available from experiments. In the absence of noise, the existence of a

solution is thus guarantied. The main problem to be mastered here is the

development of a procedure that may be used to numerically evaluate the

unknown physical parameters.

In general, the solutions to direct problems lead to integration of the given data,

which is a numerically stable process. The solution of the corresponding inverse

problems however, generally involves differentiation. If the differentiation is

carried our by means of numerical methods then the results may be highly

sensitive to perturbations. Suppose that the Young's modulus of elasticity E(x) is

the only unknown in (1.2) and that all the other parameters are known constants.

Then the modulus of elasticíty E(x) can be found from

(1.3)

ôx

where E(o) and 49 are determined by the boundary condition at x:0. It is
dx

evident from (1.3) that E(x) depends on the derivative of u(x) and this introduces

the difficulty of obtaining a numerical solution, since numerical differentiation is

sensitive to perturbation and noise. In practice, the data needed for the solution

(natural frequencies and mode shapes) must be determined experimentally,

inclusive of the measurement errors. Consequently, the resultant solutions and

their attendant errors may lead to systems that cannot be physically realised.

E(x) = l¿rol 
ô'^(ol - .'p lu(E)dlf ,oLtl Òx d I

3



Cn¡,prnn \. Introduction

Flence, when considering inverse problems it is important to establish a discrete

model that closely matches the associated continuous model because this model

presumably represents the actual dynamics of the physical systems.

To overcome the difficulty mentioned above and improve the consistency

between the continuous model and its discrete representation, a higher order finite

difference model is introduced in $3. A four-point approximation for the

derivatives in the governing differential equations of motion is employed, which

resulted in a pentadiagonal stiffness matrix. The inverse problem for an axially

vibrating rod, modelled using the four-point finite difference approximation, is

then solved using one eigenvalue, two eigenvectors and the total mass of the

sysrem. In $4 we discuss the inverse mode problem for a general discrete model of

one-dimensional systems. This may be a finite difference, finite element, lumped-

mass or any other discrete model. Ve will first develop a reconstruction

procedure for the general case, and then apply the proposed solution for some

typical models. In $S multidimensional systems are considered and the

corresponding inverse problem is solved for a simple model of two and three-

dimensional vibrating structures. In order to experimentally verify the developed

reconstnrction algorithms, an experimental set-up consists of a model of a multi

storey building is caries out. It is shown that the results for the unknown

physical parameters produced by numerical algorithms closely match the

corresponding experimentally measured data.

_4



Cn¡,prnn l. Introduction

A part of this work, described in detail in chapter 4, will be submitted in the

Joarnal of Sound and Vihration, títled as

S. A. Burak and Y. M. Ram, "Pbrysical pa.rd.rneter reconstruction of oibratory modeß

fro* eigendata"



CHAPTER 2

Refu

2.1 Introduction

Inverse problems have become an important part in various theoretical and

practical disciplines. In the following we present a basic background and a short

survey of the main results that are found in the literature relevant to the subject.

The discussion will be categorised according to the character of the systems, ie.

continuous or discrete, and also according to the chosen sets of given data, ie.

eigenvalues, mode shapes or mixed eigendata

2.2 Inverse problems for continuous systems

The research in this area was motivated by the analysis of the Sturm-Liouville

equation. The fundamental results for the inverse problem of this equation are

given by Gantmahker and Krein [23], Borg [12], Hald l4tl, l42l Gel'fand and

Levitan l24l and others. Although essentially mathematical, these results may be

associated with some standard problems in the vibration analysis. For example,



Cnlprnn 2. Background and Literature Review

the Sturm- Liouo ille equation

y"(x) +l)"- q(x)lY(x) = 0, 0 <x < I Q.r)

subject to the boundary conditions

"y'(0)- hY(O) =9, Y'(l)+ HY(I) =9, Q.2)

analysed in Gantmakher and Krein l23l may be associated with the eigenvalue

problem corresponding to the free vibration of a rod supponed by springs at its

ends. The axial vibration of such rod with constant density p and Young's

modulus E is governed by the partial differential equation

Q.3)

which leads to the eigenproblem Q.t)-Q.2) by setting q(x)=t#- and

by

y(x) = J çÐu(x). Similarly, a special case of the Sturm-Liouville problem given

u"(x)+ À,p(x)z(x) = 0 Q.4)

may be used to describe the lateral vibrations of a string with varying density p(x).

In the inverse problem for the Sturm-Liouville equation (2.1), the objective is to

determine the potentíal q(x) from the appropriate eigendata. Borg [12] has shown
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that if b and H are given then q(x) may be uniquely reconstnrcted from two sets of

eigenvalues rhat correspond to two different boundary conditions. Hald [41]

showed that only one spectral sequence is needed for the reconstnrction in the case

when q(x) is symmetric about its mid point, ie. q(x) = q(l - x). Hochstadt and

Lieberman [46] extended this result and showed how to determine the potential

q(x) on one half of the interval (0,/) if q(x) is known on the other half. They

proved that only one spectral sequence is needed for the reconstruction. In

Gel'fand and Levitanl24f, it is shown that not only the function q(x) b:ut also the

consrants h and H of the boundary conditions (2.2) may be uniquely determined

from two sets of eigenvalues with the correct asymptotic form.

In Ram [69], the inverse problem for the continuous model of an axially vibrating

rod, supported by two springs at its ends x:0 andx:L, was analysed. \X/ith the

assumption of harmonic motion with frequency r.o, the governing paftial equation

of motion transforms to the eigenvalue problem of the form

*('OrTJ+r'P(x)z(x) = o, r' = r¡2, o < x < L

ooz(0)-U, # = o Q.s)

a,u(L)-Þ,ff =0,

where r(x) and p(x) are the axial rigidity and the mass per unit length of the

system. It has been shown that the unknown r(x) and p(x) may be reconstructed

_8



Cn.q.prnn 2. Background and Literature Review

uniquely from the knowledge of two eigenpairs and the total mass of the system.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the physical realizability of the system

(r(x), p(x))0) are given. In the case of a fixed-free configuration, the data needed

for the solution consisted of one eigenvalue, two eigenfunctions and the total mass

of the system.

Another important class of problems is associated with the founh order

differential equations. For example, the vibration of an Euler-Bernoulli beam may

be described by the fourth order eigenvalue problem

(2.6)

with appropriate boundary conditions. In the inverse problem for the beam, the

aim is to determine the moment of inertia (r) and the cross-sectional area A(x)

from eigendata. Barcilon l2l,l3l showed that (x) and A(x) may be reconstructed

from three sets of eigenvalues corresponding to the clamped-free, clamped-pinned

and the clamped-sliding end conditions. The solution is based on the assumption

that the given dataare small perturbations of the eigenvalues corresponding to the

uniform beam. Mclaunghlin [5a] improved this procedure by introducing the

endpoint data into the analysis. In referencel2gf, Gladwell formulated the set of

necessary and sufficient conditions on the spectral data to ensure a physically

realistic solution for which the Euler-Bernoulli theory is valid. Gladwell, England

and'SØang [31] have extended this result and established funher restrictions on the

#lt, u, W)- xpA(x)u(x) = o,

_9
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input data for physical viability and validity of the Euler-Bernoulli theory. In [51]

Loewe used a numerical procedure to evaluate the approximated coefficients of the

Euler-Bernoulli beam with square cross sectional area, from the knowledge of p)

ts¡o spectral sets corresponding to the cantilever and clamped-supported end

conditions, anð çit) the eigenvalues corresponding to the fixed-free configuration

and the endpoint data of the eigenfunctions Qz,-t(l), n:1, 2,..., N. The solution is

based on a shooting method.

2.3 Discrete systems

In practice the systems under consideration are often complex structures and

analytical methods cannot be effectively used, or when applied, they may lead to

problems which cannot be solved in a closed form. In such cases, the practical

technique is to introduce the finite differences or the finite elements, and obtain a

numerical solution of the problem. In these methods, the real physical systems are

analysed by regarding them as an assembly of basic elements with simple structure

such as mass-spring systems, rods, beams or plates. The real continuous system is

thus approximated by a discrete system with finite number of degrees of freedom.

Mathematically, this means that the governing differential equation of motion is

replaced by a system of n algebraic equations, and the problem is to determine the

solution of these equations. One of the typical mechanical systems that may be

naturally regarded as a discrete system is the mass-spring system oscillating in-line.

To demonstrate some of the concepts and basic procedures in inverse vibration

_10 _



Cn¡.prnn 2. Background and Literature Review

problems, we consider the two-degrees-of-freedom system shown in Figure 2-1.

The system is undamped, fixed at one end and free to vibrate at the other. The

free vibration of the system may be described by the following matrix equation

Mx+Kx=o, Q.Ò

where

K_
(kr+kr) -k,

-k2 k2
and M: m1

(2.Ð
m2

are the stffiess and mass matrices, respectively. Assuming harmonic motion,

x = u sin r¡f , equation (2.7) becomes

(K-ÀM)u: o, (2.e)

where ?"i:@i2, i: !,2 are the eigenvalues of the system. In the inverse problem,

the objective is to determine the physical properties k1, kr., ml and rn2. Since these

x2x

k2kl

mr m2

Figure 2-lThe mass-spring system in a fixed-free configuration

_ 11



Cn¿.prBR 2. Background and Literature Review

values are independent of each other (the only restriction is that they must be

positive), we need to have four independent equations to evaluate them. There are

a number of ways to provide these equations, but the preferred options are either

(l) using mainly eigenvalues, or (ll) using mainly eigenvectors. \Øe call the

problems associated with (Ð inverse eigenoalue problems and the problems

associated with (ii) inoerse mode problerns.

(i ) Inverse eigenvalue problem

-We continue with our example of Figure 2-1. The system (2.9) is a homogeneous

sysrem of two algebraic equations. In order to have a non-trivial solution, u+0, to

this system, the coefficient matrix must be singular. This yields the characteristic

equation

lv'
kr+k,

mr
+

k2 k.k"s=0. (2.10)

Q.TT)

+
m2 ffitffiz

The two roots of (2.10) may be determined from

l. tL, k. +k" k"tzz
Im, m^tz

k.k^tzlv,/\. =
ffitffiz

and

_12 _
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Crl,lrrnn 2. Background and Literqture Review

If the values for both 1.1 and ?v2 arê known then equations (2.11) and (2.t2) may be

used to determine the stiffnesses and the masses. Flowever, they are not sufficient

for the determination of four unknov¡n parameters ,ä1, þr, *, and m2. To provide

an addition equation the configuration of the system may be changed in such a

.s¡ay that the mass ?n2 on right end is fixed, as shown ín Figure 2-2. This will force

the system to vibrate in a different way, characterised by the eigenvalue

kr+k,
1.3 Q.13)

mr

The fourrh equation needed for the reconstruction may be provided from an

additional requirement that the total mass, or the total stiffness, is known. If we

assume the knowledge of the total mass of the system M, then

M : rn1ln72 Q.T4)

The four equations Q.LL)-Q.1'4) are sufficient for the determination of. k,1, kr, m,

and m2uniquely. Flowever, since the physical parameters k,1, h,2, ml and tfl.2 must

x1

k2

mr

Figure 2-2The mass-spring system in a fixed-fixed boundary conditions

kl

_13 _



Cnlpran 2. Background'and Literature Review

be positive, we still need to determine conditions on the data which guarantee

positive solutions. The following analysis will help us to specify these conditions.

From equation Q.lL), (2.t2) and Q.I3) we have

k"'-LriLr-
m2

kr+k,
mr

Q.tsa)

(2.1sb)

(2.Isc)

Q.T6)

k1

m1

l7l. ^ ^-Í L'^z
K2

and

k,
- ,v3

k1

m2 ml

Using Q.l3) the above relations may be rearranged as

k.' - Ì\+l\2-lv3)
m2

h X,L,
mr 1", + 1", - À, Q.t7)

and

k2 (À' - r' XÀ' - xr)
(2.18)mt 1,, + 1", - 1",

Since kr, þr, /r4 and nt2 mvst be positive, it follows from Q-L6)-Q.L8) that the

_14 
-



CnlprnR 2. Background and Literature Review

eigenvalues À1, 1,2 and 1,3 must be such that the following is satisfied

0< X, 1L.. <Lr. (2.te)

Condition (2.t9) is called the interlacing property for eigenoalues, and it represents

rhe necessary condition for the physic aI reùizability of the system. In the case of a

mass-spring system with many degrees of freedom the above methodology may be

generalised, as done in Gladwell t28l.

(ii) Inverse mode problem

Suppose that one eigenvalue L.1, two eigenvector, t(t) ,rrd u(t) the total mass ,&l of

the system are given, where the eigenvalue 1.1 is associated with u(1). The

eigenvalue problem (2.8) must be satisfied for both eigenvectors, ie.

(K-)"1M)u(1) : o, (2.1e)

(K-À2M)u12¡ - o,

where î,2 is the eigenvalue corresponding to ,t(t). Th. last rows of Q.t9) and Q.2O)

give the following two equations

- kruÍD + kru\l) - )"rmru\t) = g, Q.zta)

-krr[') +kru\z) -]rrmru\z) =9,

Q.20)

_15 _

or, written in the matrix form
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(u5\ - uÍ\)

@5') -'Í') _:,,:i';){i,i= il} Q.22)

System (2.22) is homogenous and may have a non-trivial solution only if the

determinant of the coefficient matrix is equal to zero. Evaluating this

determinant, we obtain

Q.23)

which determines the second eigenvalue of the system. Providing that this

conditions is satisfied, the system Q.22) may be used to determine the ratio k2/m2

from

I k, I mrl [rÍ', -L,u["f'-" I @t, -rÍ',)) k,

\*,t*,]=luo' -L,uÍ'\ I |fr," -uf")l *,'

(2.24)

'We now use the first two rows of Q.19) and (2.20) and evaluate the ratios k1/m2

andml/rn2by

Q.2s)

because k2/rn2 and?"2 are already determinedby (2.2a) Q.23). At the end of the

procedure we take into account the knowledge of the total mass À[ and reconstruct

the actual physical parameters using

_16 _
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M

+

M

+
mr

m2

k, =( ¿rl
*r)

,,1
*r) , ffiz= M-m, Q.26)

M

1
mr

m2
1 1

m1

m2
+

Expression s Q.26) are the unique solution of the posed inverse problem. The

problem of deriving the necessary and sufficient conditions on the given data to

errsure the positive physical parameters, however, is now more complex. It may

be shown that in this simple case these conditions are

11 and M m:ust be positive and real

if uro ) o and urQ) )0, then uto, uro 
^nO 

urQ) 10,

if uro ) 0 and urQ) a0, then ur\) a ,r(\ 
^nd 

rrQ) >0.

if ur(r) ( o and ,rQ) )0, then uro, uro 
^no 

rrQ) <0.

íf ur$) ( o and urQ) ao, then ur\), uro 
^no 

rrQ) >0.

In GladweLll2Z)these conditions are analysed for the general mass-spring systems

of. any order n. It is shown that the necessary conditions for .t(4 to be the lth

mode of. a n order fixed-free mass-spring system are given by

Su+ : $r- - S** : S;: i -1, and

a 't't(r!)1) 0,

where Sr* ans ,S, represent the greatest and the least values of the number of sign

a

a

o

a

a

a

l7_



CH¡.prBn 2. Background and Literature Review

interchanges of t(Ð, ,.rp..tively, and where @, : un - il,-r.The necessary and

sufficient conditions that tuo vectors u and v be the ith and the 7th modes of a

mass-spring system, i1j, are

Su: Sr1 So: 5",

'U¡[Ð¡¡)0,

s¡¿-1) 0,

for each value of. n, pn, , qo arnd rnhave the same sign and this sign need

not be the same for all nell,N-t),

where

s¡r'_t : ü N_tl u - U ¡¡l N_t, (2.27a)

pn : UttV NW NZ, - U Nl rWrrZ N, (2.27b)

q n = u ttv Nw N Z n+l - u Nv nw n+lz N Q.27c)

and

fn = WnZ n+l - Wn+lZ, Q.27d)

In the case that u and v are the neighbouring eigenvectors corresponding to the lth

and the (l+ 1)th modes of the mass-spring system, the conditions are simplified to

a

a

_18 _
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a a¡¡u¡¡)0,

s¡¿-1) 0,

pt )0,8t )0, r*)0, k=1,2,...,N.

2.3.1 Inverse eigenvalue problems for discrete systems

The problem of reconstructing the matrices K and M from equation (2.9) is

equivalent to the problem of finding aJacobi matrix A satisfying

(A - l.I)x : o, (2.28)

where A : y7-r/zK<Nrt/2 and x = Mr/tv. This problem was posed by Gantmakher

and Krein l23l in their study of the transverse vibration of a set of masses on a

string.

Hochstadt [45] analysed the similar problem: f nd a Jøcobi matix A of the form

at -bl

a

-U az -b2
[= b, ) 0, i =1,2,...,n (2.29)

- bu_z an-1 - br-t

- br-t an

satisfiiing (A-ÀI)u:o , such that A bas tbe prescribed set of eigen'ualues Xt, Xz, ...,)'n. He

has shown that it is possible to reconstnrct at most one matrix A that have the

prescribed set of eigenvalues if the eigenvalues pr, Pz, ...¡þn-r of the matrix A*

_19 _
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obtained by deleting the last row and column of A are also given. It was shown

that the necessary condition for such reconstnrction is the interlace relation

between the two spectral sequences

0 ( Xr ( pr ( ?'21 ...1ILn-t1Lr. (2.30)

Similar inverse problem was studied by Hald in his analysis of the discrete Sturm-

Liouville equation. In l42l he developed the basic theo ry of existence and

uniqueness of the solution for the inverse problem of Jacobi matrices. He also

gave a solution to the problem of reconstructing aî n-rh order Jacobi matrix from

the two sets of eigenvalues, but it has been shown that the proposed solution was

numerically unstable. The reconstnrction procedure consisted of constructing the

principal minors of A-¡"I

Po :l,P,(À) = ot -L, Pr(L) = (at -t)(a, -X) -bi,...Pr(L)= det(A-l.I), Q.3t)

which satisfy the relation

P,.,(I) = (a¡*t -L)P,(X)-b? PFt (1.), t =I,2,...,n-!, (2.32)

and forming the polynomials

n n-1

p,(t") = ll(r - 1.,) and p,_,(x) = fl{r - u,) (2.33)
j=l i=l

It is shown that these two polynomials are the nth and (n-L)th principal minors of

A, so they satisfy the recurrence relation (2.32). The next step is to form p,-r(L)

_20 _
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from Q.33) and evaluare rhe parameters an arnd bn-1. Then, using P,-r(L) and

p,_r(L) he form the polyno mial p,-r(X) and evaluate 4n-1 aîd bn2. Continuing in

the same way for other rows of this procedure produced all a¿and b¡which may be

used ro reconsrnrct the matrix A using (2.29) . This generalise the results of our

simple example in section 2.3. De Boor and Golub [11] found that the above

procedure could fails to be unstable and developed an alternative direct algorithm,

which is numerically stable.

Another method for reconstnrcting a Jacobi matrix was given by Boley and Golub

[10]. Let the matrix A be panitioned in the form

[=

where Á is a (n-t) by (n-t) leadíng principal submatrix of A. It is shown that if

the eigenvalues {}.}i and {rr}i-t of A and Ã are known, then the first row (411

...4à of the normalised eigenvector matrix Q of A may be determined by these

sets applying the formula

n-1

rI{u, - r,;

ott vl
vrA (2.34)

(2.35)q?,
¡1

II
j=1

(À; - r,)

Using these quantities and the Lanczos algorithm they reconstructed the matrix A

in a stable numerical procedure.
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Ram and Caldwell [68] analysed a multiple connected mass-spring system where

each mass could be connectedto every other, as shown for exampleinFigure 2-3'

The data needed for the reconstruction of such systems may be obtained from the

knowledge of its n eígenvalues, (ø-1) eigenvalues corresponding to the same system

but with a fixed m ss n1n, @-2) eigenvalues of the system with fixed masses mn and

/fi.n-1, àrrdso on down to the single eigenvalue corresponding to the system with all

buf m1 fixed. They provided a w^y to reconstruct the stiffness and mass matrices

from this set of eigenvalues and the total mass of the system. In the

reconsrnrction procedure they first transformed the eigenvalue problem associated

with the system (K-).M)V=O to the standard form (E-l"I)u=O by setting

E - M-r/2KM-1/2 and v - M-1/2u. Next, they showed how to reconstruct all

possible submatrices of E with given eigenvalues and finally they developed an

reconstruction algorithm to evaluate K and M from E. The necessary condition

on the given data to ensure a positive solution is that successive sets of eigenvalues

interlace.

kl kß

ml m Ĵ

Figure 2-3 A multiple connected mass-spring system

m2
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Analysing similar multiple connected mass-spring systems' Gladwell and

Movahedy [36] provided a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the case

where n:3. In the case of the fully connected three degrees of freedom system

they have shown that it is possible to reconstnrct:

a) two different systems if +. fä< R , R > 1

b) one system if

where R is defined by

Fr-À'.!o, ltr-rrr¡
X, -v, R À, -v'

. þI"-I, - Fr-I'
c) one system if ï=î < R or ffi > R, R < 1., and

d) no system if n. P.l, R = 
,,

À, -V, R'

^ 
_ (tt' -utXur -F'Xv', -F')

(Fr,_vrXl.[z_Ïffi,þ¡,Y¡-giveneigenvalues.Q.36)

It is shown that for the case withn>4 the problem becomes too complex and some

conditions are given f.or n:4.

Friedland, Nocedal and Overton 122) formulated and analysed an essentially

mathematical inverse eigenvalue problem for a discrete symmetric matrix A

represented in the form A(c) = Ao + )c,4, . The problem is to find c; from the
i=1

given set of the real numbers l.-, < X-, <...À; such that À,(c) = À', where ?"¡, i:!,2,

n
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...,n arethe eigenvalue of A(c). A similar problem was analysed by Downing and

Householder [19] for the case where the eigenvalues are strictly distinct ],1(c) <

t"r(r) < ...< f,(r). They provided a numerical algorithm for solving the problem

by applying \he Newton's method.

Friedland et al. l22l have extended the domain of the problem by taking into

account the case where some eigenvalues may be multiple, for example

X, = À.; =...= ¡,; . Xi*, <...< ¡,;. They modified the proposed method described

by Downing and Householder by using an alternative method of computing the

eigenvectors in each step. The rate of convergence of the modified problem is

quadratic.

Chu [14] discusses a solution to the additive inverse eigenvalue problems, which is

a special case of the problem analysed by Friedland, Nocedal and Overton: Gioen

real numbers l.] < À; <.. .t,, find c such that t"¿(c) < )'";r , i:!,2, ..., n of a symrnetric

matrix of the form A¡ = €¡ ei' wbere e' is the i-th unit aector. The suggested solution

to the problem was based on the homotopy method.

Barcilon [2] analyses the inverse problem for a discrete non-homogenuous beam.

Applying a finite difference approximation on the founh order differential

equation of motion for a vibrating beam

ô2 w(x,t)
+p

_24 _
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leads to a pentadiagonal symmetric matrix. In this paper, the author generalised

the previous result of Hochtadt for the inverse problem of a tridiagonal matrix

and demonstrates that the solution, if it exists, may be found from the given sets

of three spectra: one corresponding to the clamped-clamped, clamped-supponed

and clamped-free end conditions.

The inverse problem for a discrete model of an Euler-Bernoulli vibrating beam is

also analysed by Gladwell [25]. In this work, the continuous model of the beam is

approximated by the model consisting of a set of rigid rods connected to each

other by springs of torsional stiffnesses ki (see Figure 2-4). Introducing

transformations v:Mtr/2u and A:M-r/2CM-t/2, the eigenvalue problem for the

beam transforms to the standard form Av : l.v, where A is a sign oscillarory

matrix. Keeping the left end of the system fixed while applying different

boundary conditions on the right, results in different modes of vibration, with

several sets of natural frequencies. Analysing the dynamic behaviour of such a

system, the author confirmed the previously known fact that the corresponding

k,
k

m3
m2

mr

ffir_t

Figure 2-4T\e Discrete model of a vibrating beam

t<_
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sets of eigenvalues must interlace for the physically realisable systems. The

additional conditions on the data have been found by requiring that all

submatrices of the coefficient matrix must be non-singular. Flowever, it has been

shown that realistic results may be expected only if the given data slightly differs

from the data corresponding to a uniform case.

2.3.2Inverse mode problems for discrete systems

One of the alternative ways to tackle the problem of determining the physical

paramerers is to take into an account the mode shapes (eigenvector$ of the system.

These quantities may be easily and accurately obtained using the experimental

modal analysis technique, and represent valuable data about the dynamics of the

systems.

Gladwell [28] has shown that the lumped-mass systems with tridiagonal stiffness

and diagonal mass matrices may be reconstructed from the knowledge of two

vibrating modes and their corresponding eigenvalues. The necessary and sufficient

conditions on the input data that ensure the existence of such a system are

provided.

Ram and Gladwell l71l have analysed discrete systems where both, the stiffness

and the mass matrices are tridiagonal. A finite element model for the axially

vibrating rod is one of such systems. It is shown that the mass and stiffness

parameters of the model may be reconstructed using one eigenvalue, two
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eigenvectors and the total mass. Since the corresponding eigenvalue equation must

be satisfied for all eigenpairs, the use of two eigenvectors resulted in two matrix

equations. One of the eigenvalues is given while the other is determined from the

last two rows of these equations. This also produced the ration k,,/m,, where kn

and mnare rhe stiffness and mass of the nth fínite element. Then, using other n-I,

n-2, ...,1ror¡s they determined the ratios k¡/mn and my'm, for i: n-1, n-2, ...,I.

The final step v¡as to use the given total mass and to evaluate actual h¡ and rn¡f.rom

these ratios.

Ram [ZO] used a similar approach in analysing in the inverse mode problem for a

discrete model of a vibrating beam. Again, the solution for the unknown physical

parameters of the system was based on the knowledge of two eigenvectors, one

eigenvalue and the total mass of the system. If the position of measurements is

unknown, then three eigenvectors, one eigenvalue and the total mass are needed

for the reconstnrction of the model and its measurement points. The physical

model used is a mass-spring-rod, ie. a finite-difference model. In this work, the

author specified the conditions needed for the unique solution, but the problem of

obtaining sufficient conditions on the data was not addressed. The question of the

impact of noise and perturbation was also studied. The sensitivity of the solution

to such perturbations was reduced by the introduction of the additional eigendata

and as a result the model was reconstructed as an optimal solution using the least

squares methodology. The presented numerical examples clearly demonstrate the

effectiveness of such an approach. The problem is however that it is not

_,r1 _
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practically possible to obtain so much data with the required accuracy, particularly

if it is known that the difference between discrete models and real (continuous)

systems is significant for the higher modes of vibrations'

Ahmedian, Gladwell and Ismail [1] analysed finite element models of some simply

vibrating systems. An effective regularisation method was used to obtain a

particular solution for the unknown model parameters from a class of possible

solutions, in the sense that the solution is the nearest to a priori set of values for

these parameters. Their analysis started with the finite element model of a general

vibrating sysrem, but then they limited the analysis to simpler special systems such

as rods or beams. In addition, the finite element model of a cantilever beam was

studied using the quadratic B-spline interpolations. As a result, the stiffness and

mass matrices were both pentadiagonal symmetric and this increased the

sensitivity to perturbation on the input data. Regularisation was then used and

the inverse problem was successfully solved. Given numerical experiments have

proved this. FIowever, many questions were left open in this work. Problems

such as the possibility of generalising the procedure on other, or at least similar

mechanical systems needed to be answered AIso, the open question is will the

reconstnrction be successful if the model has many degrees of freedom.

The discrete model of a cantilever beam in flexural vibration was analysed by

Gladwell, \flillms, He and Vang [32]. They have demonstrated that the discrete

model of such a system may be reconstructed from one mode and they also

provided a complete set of necessary and sufficient conditions on that mode to
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ensure that the physical parameters are always positive. Flowever, the solution

.was not unique and the question is if the rotational displacement may be neglected

in a real situation.

2.4 Two and three dimensional problems

Inverse problems associated with two and three-dimensional models of vibrating

sysrems have been studied mainly in recent times and very few papers are

currently published in this area. The reason for this is clearly evident: the

complexity of such systems is much higher and both direct and inverse problems

associated with them are more difficult.

In a recent paper given by Gladwell and Zhul35l, it was considered an undamped

two-dimensional system consisting of z masses and connected by springs only

between neighbours. Although relatively simple, this assumption still holds for

maîy physical systems in the engineering practice. For example, in a high floor

building srnrcture, the floors are connected in such a way. The resulting stiffness

matrix is of block tridiagonal form, while the mass matrix is block diagonal. Each

block in these matrices is of orde r n x n, so both K and M are ,t x n' square

matrices. In order to reconstruct their coefficients, the authors applied the

Forsyth algorithm assuming that the appropriate spectral sets are known.

Similar mathematical problems are analysed by Barcilon [5]
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CHAPTER 3

AR mffi fur'ft
erder d'*rd

3.L Introduction

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the analytícal solutions for continuous

models in vibration may be obtained only for some simple systems, such as rods,

beams and membranes of simple geometry. If a closed form solution cannot be

found, then the standard approach is to discretize the physical system with an

appropriate model and obtain an approximated solution. The most widely used

techniques applied for such purposes are the methods of finite differences and

finite elements.

In this chapter the method of finite differences is applied as an analytical model of

an axially vibrating rod. It was demonstrated in Ram and Gladwell [71] that the

inverse problem for the rod might be solved by using the finite elements or,

alternatively, the standard two-point finite difference approximation. The

^cc;.rracy 
of these models is often acceptable, and it has been shown on many

examples that they may give relatively accurate solutions for the natural

frequencies and mode shapes, particularly for the lower modes of vibrations. In

the inverse approach however, the accr)ràcy of these models may be insufficient
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and. may produce poor or physically non-acceptable results. In practice the data

needed for the solution of an inverse problem, ie. the natural frequencies and

mode shapes, must be determined experimentally and therefore may introduce

measurement errors. In Figure 3-1 a typícal situation resulting from the

determination of the natural frequencies for an unspecified vibratory system is

shown. In this case, the natural frequencies corresponding to the continuous

model are close to the experimental observations, which means that the conditions

that are stated for the validity of the model are satisfied. The natural frequencies

corresponding to a discrete model of the system however, are not so accurate'

particularly for the higher modes of vibration.

In the inverse approach the actual analytical model must be known in advance. If

the identified model corresponds to an inaccurate discrete one, then the

model

meauserements

discrete model

rà
q)

È<
s)

t234567

31 
-

vibration mode

Figure 3-l The discrepancy between the theoretical models and measurements
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reconstnrction procedure may fail or produce significant errors in the solution. It

is therefore clear that in the inverse problems the consistency and accuracy of the

ana\ytícal models are of. great importance. In the case of finite difference models,

the accur acy of. the approximation may be increased if a higher order finite

difference scheme, based on four or more points, is used. For example, the

discretisation errors of a four-point approximation for the first and second

derivatives are of order O(ho), h being the length of the segment, whereas in the

two-point scheme the errors are of order O(bt).

In the following we will apply a higher order finite difference scheme on the

differential equation of a longitudinally vibrating rod. Latter in the chapter, we

will state the inverse problem for this model and develop a reconstruction

procedure for the unknown physical parameters of the system.

3.2 Standard models for vibrating systems

Generally, each physical system can be modelled by using some of its physical

properries and applying the adequate physical laws that bind them mutually. For

vibratory sysrems, these properties are usually the mass, stiffness and damping.

The resulting equations of motion are then either panial differential equations for

the continuous systems, or sets of ordinary differential equations for discrete

models.

32
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For example, the longitudinal vibration of a thin elastic rod shown in Figure 3-2,

may be described by the following differential equation

(3. 1)

where

w(x,t) is the axial displacement of an element dx,

E(x) is the Young's modulus of elasticity,

l(x) is the cross sectional area, and

p(x) is the mass per unit length.

Similarly, the torsional vibration of a shaft shownín Figure 3-3, is governed by the

equatron

fr(ur.>o@,YJ. )=p(x)A(x)ry

*(,,.ry)=PI ,ry!, (3.2)

Figure 3-2T\e longitudinally vibrating rod

33_
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where:

IoG isthe torsional stiffness of the shaft,

1o is the polar moment of inertia of the cross section, and

G is the shear modulus of the material.

For complete description of the motion, the adequate boundary and initial

conditions need to be specified. Although the precise information about these

conditions is usually difficult to determine in practice, 'we can still derive them

with high degree of accuracy in typical situations. For instance, in the case of a

vibrating rod, the fixed-free boundary conditions are given by

w(x,ll,-o = 0 ( no displacements at the fixed end), (3.3)

and

ôw(x,t)
= 0 (no stress at the free end), (3.4)

ãc

_34
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where / is the length of the rod.

The initial conditions for the rod may be generally expressed as

*o,t>\,=,: .f (x) ^'d 
Yyl,=o = 8(x) , (3.s)

which are rhe marhematical expressions for the initial displacement and initial

velocity. The assumption of the harmonic motion about the neutral axes of the

system,

w(x,,t) : u(x)sin(cor), (3.6)

transforms equation (3.1) to the eigenvalue problem

ft(t ø> o@) ry) + )'p(x) A(x) u (x) = s

,(*)1-=,=o and Tl.=,=o

(3.7)

where À:c¡2 is a constant parameter, called an eigenvalue.

The solution of the above system requires the knowledge of the physical

properties of the rod A(x), p(x) andE(x) and yields an infinite set of eigenvalues l,;

and their corresponding eigenfunctions ø;(x). In the case of a uniform rod, the

physical parameters are constant and the problem may be solved in a closed form.

lf A:A(x), p: p(¡) or E:E(x) however, it is mathematically difficult, or sometimes
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impossible, to solve the problem analytically. In such cases the practical technique

is to apply some of the approximate methods such are the method of finite

differences or finite elements.

In the method of finite differences, the derivatives that appear in the differential

equarions are approximated using the adequate finite difference schemes. In the

standard two-point model, the first and second derivatives of a continuous

functionflx) are approximated by

df (r) f (r+h)- f (x-h)
+ O(h'z) (3.8a)

dx 2h

and

a' f@) f(x + h) -2f(x) + f(x - h)
+ o(h2), (3.8b)

dxz h2

where å is the length of the finite difference segment. In order to apply this

approximation on the eigenvalue problem (3.7), we imagine that the system is

divided into n equal subintervals, as it is shown ín Figure 3-5. Let lo:0, x¡: xstih

012 n-1 n

x
L

Figure 3-5 The finite difference model of a vibrating rod
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f.ori:!,2,...,n-Landxn:L,whereZisthelengthoftherod. Then,using(3'8) we

obtain

E,*rA,*r(u,*t - u,) - E,A, (u, -u,-r) (3.e)
h2

At the end points l:O andi:n,the boundary conditions (3.7) must be satisfied.

In the finite difference formulation, they become

ilr*l-Un 
- ¡
-v. (3.10)

Introducing (3.9) and (3.10) in the eigenvalue problem (3.7) results in the following

set of algebraic equations

-k,u,-, +(k, + k,u)u, - k,*ru,*, -Xm,u, = 0 , (3.1 1)

where

ki
E,A,

, ffii = hp,A, , i : 1,2, ..., n (3.12)
h

are rhe discrete representations of the stiffness and mass parameters of the l-th

element. Introducing the eigenvector v:{q uz ...un}T and the stiffness and mass

matrices by

d
dx

EA

h
uo:0'

(k, + kr)
(-kr)

(-kr)
(k, + kr) (-kr)

(k,_, + k,)
(-k,,)

(-k,)
(k,)

_37 _
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and

m.l

m2

M_ (3.14)

ffir_l

mn

the above system may be written in the matrix form as

Ku : ÀMu. (3.1 5)

The stiffness matrix K in this model is tridiagonal, symmetric and positive

definite, while the mass matrix M is diagonal and positive. \7e note (3.15) and

(3.14) have an identical form as the stiffness and mass matrices of a mass-spring

system, discussed in the previous chapter. As such, they are convenient in

computations and standard numerical algorithms may be applied. It has been

shown in Ram and Gladwell [71] that the stiffness and mass matrices of the finite

element model of the rod may be reconstructed from two eigenvectors and one

eigenvalue. In the following example we demonstrate this solution in the case

where the rod is modelled using the above fi.nite dffirence approximation.

3.2.L Example 3-L

For n:5, suppose that the following data is given

Àr : 10, M:20,
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u(1):{1 3 5 6 6.5},

u(2):{3 5 1 -3 -7},

where À,1 is an eigenvalue,r(t), uQ) aretwo eigenvectors andAI is the total mass of

rhe sysrem. Assuming that the system is represented by (3.15), the problem is to

reconstnrct the physical parameters Ë¿ andm¡, i:!,2, ..n, andvia (3.14) and (l.tS),

the stiffness and mass matrices. The eigenvalue problem (3.15) must be satisfied

for both eigenvectors. This gives

(K-ì.1M)u(1) : o (3.16a)

and

(K-1,2M)u12¡ - o, (3.16b)

where ),"2 is the eigenvalue corresponding to ,t('). The first step in the

reconstruction procedure is to eliminate this eigenvalue from the system. In order

to do this we srarr, as in [71], from the last rows of (3.16a) and (3.16b). 'SØritten in

the matrix form, these two equations yield

(u[\ -rP)
(u[Ð -ul')

-',"!::lf -' Ì: foÌ.
-x,u\Ð )l*') LoJ

Q.T7)

The physical parameters È5 and m5 must be positive, so the determinant of the

coefficient matrix in (3.17) must vanish. This gives
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(3.18a)

Finding the eigenvalueì'2 the system (3.L7) may be used to determine the ratio

k5/m5, ie.

r, =r,ffi$= Be411B

k. ,l')J _1 =390*, - 'ut u[1\ - u<rl

The next step is to consider the founh rows of (3.t6a) and (3.16b). Dividing

(3.16a) and (3.16b) by ft15 we use these two equâtions to find the ratios

L =744.646s and 
*o 

=g.2626. Then, setting i:3,2and 1, we solve the third, the
ms m5

(3.18b)

k3
second and the first rows of (3.16a) and (3.16b) and evaluate 481.5974,

ms

^' - 1.6g11;
k2

574.1g23, 
*' - 2.6453 and

k1
1244.8,

mr

m5
= 4.8203. At the

m5 ms ms ms

end of the procedure, 'we use the knowledge of the total mass M and determine the

actual physical parameters by

¿,1
*')k1

/rr=[

M{ =92.8286,su,
1*,

Ð{r:35.e150, o^=(Ð
k*,

M
i =42,8196,

\t u,
fr*,

Ms :55'5319,
sru¡
î*,
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/r, =[

=(

384, *r=(Ð M{ = 0.3595,
\- u,
L,=1 m,

973, m, =(Ð
Ms =0'1254,t*,

ã*,

m,

m2

l(=

The parameters É¿ and rn¡, for all i:L,2,...5 are positive and real, and the actual

physical system may be reconstructed by (3.15). Substituting above values in

(3.13) and (3.14), we obtain

135.6481 - 42.8196 0

- 42.8196 78.7346 - 35.9150

0.3595

M_

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

35.9150 91 .4469 - 55.5319
0 - 55.5319 83.8703 - 28.3384
0 0 -55.5319 28.3384

0.1973
o.1254

0.2433

and
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As mentioned in the introduction, the data needed for the reconstnrction must be

obtained experimentally and may be influenced by errors. In such cases the above

solution may break down or may become inaccurate. In order to improve the

acclrracy of the finite difference model of the rod we introduce in the following

section a higher order finite difference approximation.

3.3 A higher order fÏnite difference approximation

If the first derivative of a finite difference model is expressed in terms of p points

then the model is called a p-point fi.nite dffirence scbeme. In this definition, the

second derivative of ap-point finite difference scheme is expressed inp+1terms.

For example, in the two point approximation f,': (-f,u - f ,) I h, the second

derivative of f may be expressed as

fr" = #rorr, t azfz + ar.fr) , (3.1e)

where dr, d2 and cr3 are the parameters to be found. For simplicity, we consider

the derivatives of the functionfix) at the point x: 0 (see Figure 3-6). Taylor's series

expansion of f1 around x: 0 thus gives

, Îr,
1

ho ir@ -'.. (3.20)^1ft=.fz-hfr+rh 1 "^--h'f".6 rz
rrr+

24

where f') is the exact ¿-th derivative of the continuous function flx) at r:0.

Similarly, Taylor's series expansion off around x:0 is

_42 _
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Ittr | _-24^tf, = .f, + hft'+ , h'i,"r h'i, ho Îr'o) *...

Substituting (3.20) and (3.2t) into (3'19) yields

1

6
(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

¡ tt_
Jz h

1

-fr(a, + a"2 + dr) + hÎr'Go, + or) +
1

2t.
h'ir" (a, + cr,) +

2

1

l*o ,,'''(-o¿, + ',) * *r^ i,') (o, + *,r1*
h2

Choosing dt, d2and ct3 such that

f'

c[l+o[2*cr,=Q

-0rf0:=0

d,, lo-r=2

flr)

f,

x=0

r,

-h h x
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we find that equation (3.22) reduces to

.f ,' f," h' jrøt + o(h3) '

The system (3.23) yields

01 : 1, 0"2: -2r 03 : 1,

and hence the two-point finite difference approximation for/" is given by

#rr, -2f, + f,) + o(h') , (3.26)

2

4l
(3.24)

(3.2s)

f, il_

where O(h') includes terms of order h2 andhigher.

The above analysis may be applied to any other finite difference schemes. For

example, in the case of the four-point approximation, we write

.f"(*) = þlorf {, -2h)+ arf (x -h)+ arf (x)+ aof (x+h)+ arf (x +2h)], (3.2Ð

where dí, i:!,2, ..., 5 are parameters to be found. As in the previous case d'¡ maf

be determined by expanding f(x-zh), f(x-h), flx+h) and /(x+2h) around x using

Taylor's series expansion, ie.

f(*+D=ä+4#

_44
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f(*+2h)=ä+4P

,g¡t ao jçx¡

(3.2eb)

(3.2ec)

(3.2ed)

f(x-l,)=I(-Ð
@

i=0

i=0

il dxi '

, (2h)' ¿Ø Î(*)f(x-2h)=ICÐ il dx'

Substitutin g Q.29) into (1.28) yields

f" (x) = þV<.>(a, 
+ a, + a3 + ao + a)l

+
1

]'çr¡ç-zo, - az t ao +2ar)
h 2

h
l!

x-h x x*h x+2h )c

_45
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. irl| ¡"'(x)(-8ø, - ãz * o^ + to)f

.#lL^ i"(x)(4a, + a2 + o^ + +o¡)

l* r'(x)(16a, + a2 + o^ +rco)f

(3.30)

(3.3 1)

1
+

h2

+ #l+ ]at ç*¡q-zzet - az + a4 +"';f

+
I

h'
h6 jtut çr¡6+ot + a2 + ao + 64ar) +
6l

Choosing dr, &2, c[3, c[4 and o5 such that

At+q2+a3+aolar=0

-2o, - a2 + o4 +2a, = g

4a, + az + a4 -r 4a, :2

-\ar-q2+a4 +84, = g

16ø, + a2 + a4 +16a, = g

_46 _
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f" (x) - i" @) =*. î*'le+o, + a2 + a4 + 64ar]+ (3.32)

(3.33a)

(3.33b)

The system (3.3Ð yields

and hence (3.32) gives

ar: -lll2, ar: 16112 , oj: -30112,

ao: 16112, ar: -1172

f,'(x) - î,,@) :#r*, + o(h5) (3.34)

The four-point finite difference approximation for the second derivative of /(x) is

therefore given by

(3.3s)

Similarly, it may be found that the first derivative ofl(r) may be approximated by

df(*) f(x - 2h) -8f(* - h) +\f(x + h) - f(x +2h)
+ o(h4)

dx 12h

¿'l@) =-f (t-2h)+I6f (x-h)-30f (x)+r6f (x+h)- f (x+2h) +o(h4\
d-' 

: 
r2h2 

-t r'\tt ) '

_47
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In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the above approximation we give the

following numerical example.

3.3.L Example 3-2

Consider the second derivatives of the function flx):3sin(æ). Using equations

(3.Sb) and (3.35) and a step size of hr:9.4 and br:O.1, the two and the four-point

finite difference approximations for/'(x) are calculated for several values of x and

then compared with the corresponding exact values. The results are given in Table

3-1. and Table 3-2.

,

EXACT FINITE DIFF.
TWO.POINT

RELATIVE
ERROR (%)

FINITE DIFF.
FOUR-POINT

1 -2.5244 -2.4909 1.3262 -2.5237 0.0280

2 -2.7279 -2.6917 1.3262 -2.7271 0.0280

3 -0.4234 -0.4'177 1.3262 -0.4232 0.0280

4 2.2704 2.2403 1.3262 2.2698 0.0280

5 2.8768 2.8386 1.3262 -2.8760 0.0280

Table 3-1. Second derivatives for the functionflx):3sin(x) with h:0.4

_48 _
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,

EXACT FINITE DIFF.
TWO.POINT

RELATIVE
ERROR (%)

FINITE DIFF.
FOUR.POINT

REI.ATIVE
ERROR (%)

1 -2.5244 -2.5223 0.0833 -2.5244 0.0000

2 -2.7279 -2.7256 0.0833 -2.7279 0.0000

3 -0.4234 -0.4230 0.0833 -o.4234 0.0000

0.00004 2.2704 2.2685 0.0833 2.2704

5 2.8768 2.8744 0.0833 2.8768 0.0000

Table 3-2. Second derivatives for the functionf(x):3sin(x) with å:0.1

As expected the results obtained by the four-point finite difference approximation

are considerably more accurate then the results produced by the two-point

scheme.

3.4 A higher order fÏnite difference model of

a longitudinally vibrating rod

The eigenvalue problem for the continuous model of a longitudinally vibrating

rod of length L, fíxed ît x:O and free ar x:L,t is given by (3.1). As in the standard

two-point model we imagine that the system is subdivided into N equal segments,

L-N'each of length h such that the segment mass is concentrated in the middle of

the elements (see Figure 3-8). At the points corresponding to x:hl2 andx:L-hl2 we

s€t l: L and i:fil respêctively. Introducing

49_
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the eigenvalue equation (3.7) takes the form

n ft(røt ry)* lx*ç*¡u(x) = o,

(3.37)

(3.3Ð

or

h2 (p'@)u'(x) + p(x)u"(t))+ )um(x)u(x) = 0 , (3.3e)

where primes denote derivatives with respect to tr. In the finite difference form,

the functionsp(x) andm(x) are sampled as

(3.40)

where E¡ A¡ and p¡ are the Young's modulus of elasticity, cross sectional area and

the density of the l-th segment, respectively. Applying the four-point finite

difference scheme (3.35)-(3.36) in the equation (3.39) we obtain

10
+

12

L

n-1 n n+1 n+2

50
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(L)' (P,-, -8p,-, -t2p, + P,*t - P,*z)

2

(- p,-, -t 8 p ¡-t + 24 p, - 8 p,*, t p ¡*z)u ¡-t (3.4 1)

+l ,(f,)' ao o, -,)u, * r(3)' ( p, -, - 8 p, -, t 24 p, +8p,*' - p, *,)u, *,

(n
*[r 

z

2

(-p,-, * 8p, , -12p,-8p,*, I p¡*z)u,*, tÌ..m,u. =0,

The above algebraic system must be satisfied for all i:1,2,...,ø. Flowever, for the

interior nodal points i:t and i:2 at the left, and at i:n-L and i:n at the right, this

model requires the knowledge of u¿ aîd p¡ aT the nodal points i: -t, 0, n+ 1 and

n+2. As these points lie outside of the physical domain of the rod, they do not

have clear physical meaning and must be determined in some v¡ay. \Øe may use

here boundary conditions specified in (3.7), but they are obviously not sufficient

for the determination of eight unknown p, and m¡. Alternatively, we may apply

the lower order, two-point schemes at the end points. In his case only two

additional unknowns will be introduced and tv¡o equations resulted from the

boundary conditions will be sufficient for their determination. It has been shown

however, that the use of the lower accurate approximation at the end points

decreases the accuracy not only at these points, but also at all other points of the

model. For this reason'we must use the same order schemes at all points and solve
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the problem using some additional conditions on the data. These conditions are

obtained as follows.

The quantities u¡in the finite difference model are the discrete representations of

the eigenfunctíon u(x). Because of its physical meaning, this function must be

smoorh and continuous inside the physical domain of the system. According to

boundary conditions ín (3.7), the shapes of u(x) at the end points must be similar

to those shown ín Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-tO. Geometrically, this means that u(x)

should be

anti-symmetric about the point x:0, since u(x):0 at )c:0, and

symmetric about the point x:L, sínce ôu(x)/ôx:0 at x:L.

Assuming that the function p(x) is symmetric about the end points we obtain the

following boundary conditions of the model

i:0: Q.a2a)

a

a

-1 x

Figure 3-9 The boundary conditions at the fixed end of the rod
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i: -t

i= n+t:

i: n+2:

- -u2

:U,

=Pn

= ur-l

(3.42b)

Q.azc)

(3.42d)

Pz

and

Pn-\

Introducing (3.42) into the system (3.40 and writing it in the matrix form we

obtain

(3.43)

where the stiffness and mass matrices are given by

Ku: ÀMu,

n

ô>
x

n+2n-1 n+1
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k,,
o:

kn kn kß

k^ k, k,
krt k' k'

kn k4i

kro

h4
k44

k,.,',-,

(3.44)
K= fl

144L k,.,_,

k46

k,, k,,,,*, k,.,*,

k, z,n-z
kr-t,, z

k,,,-z

kr-2,, -4 kn-z,r z

kn-t,r-z

kr-z,n-.t k,

kr-t,, t kr-
kn,n-.t kn

2,n

I,n

ând

lll = (3.45)

mn

The paramerers k¡¡and m¡¡in (3.aa) and (3.45) are given in the Appendix 1.

The stiffness matrix K is now five-diagonal and generally non-symmetric.

Although this non-standard form may produce certain difficulties in numerical

computarions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the direct problem, it will

shown latter that the inverse problem for this model may be solved.

In the following example we demonstrate the accuracy of the higher order model

on the case of a uniform vibrating rod.

m1

m2

ffin-1

_54 _
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3.4.L Example 3-3

Consider the longitudinal vibration of a fixed-free rod with constant cross-

sectional area and density. Differential equation (3.7) may be solved analytically

for this case. The resulting eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenfunctions are

given by

4 it#l'",a,,=,io[ , where i:1r 2, ....
Ij

In the case thar the rod is approximated using the higher order finite difference

schemes, the analytical model is given by (3.a3). Let the length of the system be

L:L, and assume for simplicity that þ¡= m¡: 1 and n:7. Using (3.44) and (3.a5)

we obtain

K_

and

M:diag(!1 ...1).

The eigenvalue problem (3.43), where K and M are given above may be solved by

using standard numerical algorithms. In order to demonstrate the accrrracy of the

187.833 69.4167 4.0833

69.4167 122.5000 - 65.3333

4.0833 - 65.3333 122.5000

0 4.0833 - 65.3333

0 0 4.0833

000
000

000
4.0833 0 0

- 65.3333 4.0833 0

122.5000 - 65.3333 4.0833

- 65.3333 122.5000 - 65.3333

4.0833 - 65.3333 122.5000

0 4.0833 - 61.2500

0

0

0

0

4.0833

- 61.2500

57.1667
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result, the eigenvalue problem based on the two-point approximation is also

solved. Table 3-3 shows numerical results for the eigenvalues obtained by the two

models. As expected, the higher order solution is more accurate with respect to all

modes.

MODE EXACT
FINITE DIFF.
TWO.POINT

RELATIVE
ERROR (%)

FIN¡TE DIFF.
FOUR.POINT

RELATIVE
ERROR (%)

,| 2.4674 2.1415 13.2 2.4673 0.0028

2 22.2066 18.7163 15.7 22.1579 0.2

3 61.6850 49.0000 20.6 60.7140 1.6

4 120.9027 87.7562 27.4 114.3333 5.4

5 199.8595 128.2837 35.8 174.1023 12.9

6 298.5555 162.5748 45.5 226.4766 24.1

7 416.9908 187.5275 55.0 257.2485 38.3

Table 3-3. Eigenvalues for a uniform rod with Z: t, n:7, and h¿: m¡ = I

5ô
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3.5 An inverse problem for a higher order fTnite

difference model of the rod

3.5.1 Introduction

An inverse problem for a longitudinally vibrating rod, based on the finite element

approximation has been analysed in Ram and Gladwell [71]. It has been found

there that the mass and stiffness matrices llrray be reconstnrcted from one

eigenvalue, rwo eigenvectors and the total mass of the rod. In this model, the

stiffness and mass matrices appearing in the eigenvalue problem Ku:l"Mu are

both tridiagonal. The last row of this system has therefore just two unkno'wns,

the stiffness parameter kn and the mass paramerer rnn. The use of two eigenpairs

(n(t), lJ arrd (u(2), î,) yields two matrix equations and their last rov¡s may be used

for the determination of the ratio h,n/mn and the value of )u2.

In the case of the four point finite difference scheme one eigenpair, one additional

eigenoector and the total mass of the model may also be used to reconstruct the

physical parameters of the system. The stiffness matrix, however, is five diagonal

in this model and the two last rows of the eigenvalue problem include four

unknowns: the stiffnesses k^ kn-r and kn-2 and the mass nntn. Two equations

corresponding to the two last rows of the eigenvalue problem are now not

sufficient for their determination and we must look for an alternative approach.

5/
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3.5.2 The reconstruction procedure

The eigenvalue problem of the higher order finite difference model of the rod is

given by Q.aa), where the stiffness and mass matrices are determined using (3.45)

and Q.a6). Suppose that one eigenaalue )", tuo eigenoectors u and u'* and the total

mass ofthe rod are given. The problem is to determine the physical parameters Ë;

and m¡, i:!,2, ...,n of the model.

The system (3.45) must be satisfied for both eigenpairs, which gives

Ku-ÀMu=o
(3.46)

Ku*-r"Mu*=o

where X" is an eigenvalue of the model that is associated with the eigen,rector uo.

To obtain a solution to the problem, we first rearrange the system (3.46) in the

following form

4prk, +9k, - k3 - q1)um1: 0,

4p* ,kr+9lq - k3 - q¡*Ì"* mr: g,

-7\ -12p2þ + 8k3 - ka - q2)"m2:0,

-7k1 -12p.2kz + th - ko - qr*x* m2: o,
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- k¡-z t ïk,-t +l2p,ki - &kiil + k¡+z - q,?'"m,: 0,

- k,-z t \ki-r +l2p* iki - ïki+r t k¡*z - q¡*X* m.:0,

- kn-t t &kr-r+ l2pnakn-1 -7kn - qn-1?umn-1: 0,

- kr-t t }kr-r+ l2p* ,-1kn-¡ -7kn - qn-1*ìu* mn-1: 0,

-kn-z * 9kn-t + 4pnkn - qr?tmn: 0,

-kn-z t 9kn-, + 4pnk, - gr* )"* mn: g,

where we introduced param eters p¡ and pi by

p :L,p,. :\, i:!,2, ..., n
ai ai

and q¡ and qi' by

q, =rylt,q,' =Y:4 , i:r,2, ..., tr.
fr-o¡ ft'a¡

(3.47)

(3.asa)

(3.48b)

In the above, ai,ai,b,andqi, i:Lr 2, ..., n are constant parameters, which are

determined by the given eigenvectors. The explicit form of a,,ai,b,andaiare

given in Appendix2. The matrix representation of the system Q.a7) ís

_59 _
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Br

îB,,
A1

^2

Q.4e)

(3.s0)

(3.sÐ

(3.52)

where

4pt

-7
9-l

-l2pz -8 1

Ar=

A

+pi e

-l 8 l2p, -8 1

1 8 l2p,-, -7
-1 9 4p,

2

-7 -r2p; -8 -1

I

-l 8 t2pi -8

Qt

Qz

Qt

I

Bt = -)"

t44
Pl" = ----;-n'

-1 8 r2pj-, -7
-l e +pi,

Q¡-t

Q¡

8z

_60 _
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-We note that (3.49) represents a homogeneous system of.2n algebraic equations in

which the eigenvalue I* and the vectors k and m are only unknowns. To obtain a

non-trivial solution for k and m, the coefficient matrix of the system must be

singular. As in [21] this condition may be used for the determination of the

unknown À*. To do this we first reduce the system (3.49) using the following

approach. First, write (3.49) in an expanded form, ie.

A1 k+81 m:o, Q.5aa)

A2k+I"Brm:o. (3.54b)

Next, use (3.54a) and evaluate

m : -[Br]-14, k, (3.5s)

providing that 81 is non-singular, eg. l,+0, ui +0 and a¡+0, i:t,2, ...n. Then,

substituting (3.55) into (3.54b) we get

A2 k -¡." B2 [81]-1A.' k : o (3.s6)

Unlike (3.49), the system (3.56) is of order n and as such is more convenient for

computarions. To further simplify the problem, 'we introduce the matrices A and

B by A:A 2 andB:Bz [B,]-tAr. This yields

[A-^,.8]k:o

61 _
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In the above equarion, k may be regarded as an eigenvector of the matrix pencil

(A-),-B). Since this system is of order n,rhere will be n eígenvectors k(4 and

their corresponding eigenvalue, À"(Ð, i:I,2, ..., fl, satisfying Q.57). In order to

determine the right value for 1.", we look for one particular kþ) ftottt these z

eigenvectors that has all positive elements. All other kA, i:!,2, ..., n, where i+p,

cannor be a solution of the problem because at least one of their elements will be

negative, and therefore cannot be physically acceptable. The eigenvalue ¡,.þ)

which is associated with this panicular vectot kþ) is then a required second

eigenvalue l,*.

The above procedure is easy to implement in a computer program. For a system

of. n degrees-of-freedom we simply form n loops and in each of these loops

examine the sign of k(4. lwhen for some p ùl k1@, krþ), ..., knþ) 
^r, 

positive, we

exit the loops and set 1""þ) associated with this particrrlar kþ).

Finding the unknown eigenvalue l,* vre may now solve the system (3.49) by using

the knowledge of the total mass of the system. This gives an additional equation,

1e

M:fttrrrfl.2t ...I ffin., (3.58)

where M is the total mass. There is a number of ways to solve this problem. One

is to simply substiture one of the equations in (3.a9) with the equation (3.58) and

in this way obtain a non-homogeneous system that may be solved by inverting the
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resulting coefficient matrix. If we replace for example the last row of (3.+l) by

(3.58) we will get

[ä ï]{:}={l}' (3 5e)

where

and

Cr=

Dl=

þ=

Ar, for the first (n - 1) rows

0, for the last row

À-Br, for the first (n - l) rows

I, for the last row

(3.60a)

(3.60b)

(3.60c)

(3.6Ð

for the first (n - 1) elements

, for the last element

The system (3.59) has now solution

{l}= [ä ï]' 
"{T},

providing that

The above solution is summarised by the following algorithm.
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3.5.3 Algorithm 3-L

For an n-th order model, suppose that À,, u(1), u(2) and M are given In order to

reconstnrct the physical parameters of the system we

.) determine the coefficienrs a¿, br, oo" , and b¡', as defined in Appendix 2.

b) evaluate the coefficients p¿, 4¡ P¡" , and q¡o using (3.a8a) and (3.aSb).

.) Using equations (3.50), (3.5Ð, (3.52) and (3.53) obtain matrices 41, 42, 81

andB.2.

d) Define A : Az and evaluate B : B2[811141.

.) Find the n eígenvalu€s p;, i:I,2, ..., n from the condition det(A-p;B):0.

Ð Determine the eigenvalue 1," from the set of eigenvalues p; such that

hl') ,0 for all i:!,2, ..., n.

g) Form the matrices C1 and D1 and the vector b using (3.60).

h) Solve the system (3.61) and evaluate parameters ,ä; and ffi¡, i : t,2, ..., n.

The above algorithm has been tested on numbers of numerical experiments. To

demonstrate it we present the following example.

-64 -
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3.5.4 Example 4

For n = s, let the following data, corresponding to a longitudinally vibrating rod,

$ glven:

À1 =3,

s(Ðr - { 0.0600 o.2ooo o.3soo o.sooo o.7soo },

uQ)r ={ O.15OO O.45OO 0.6000 0.4OOO -O.5OOO },

and M = 10,

where À,1 is an eigenvalue, u(1) and t(') ,r. eigenvectors and M ís the total mass of

the system. In order to reconstruct the physical parameters of the system we

apply the above algorithm and obtain following:

a) Ve first determine the coefficients: a¡-1.5300, a2:-t.7600, a3:7.7100,

aa:2.6500, a5:!.8500, h:2.1900, b2:0.L200, h:0.1100, b4:-1.6500, b5:6.3500,

a'r ¡-3.7500, a't r:-J.0500, a'þ 3:0.2500, a'r o:-/.8500, a'þ 5:-7.0000, b'F -7.0500,

b'r 2: -L.7 5OO, b* j : 4.05Q0, b'r 4 
: 1 0. 3 500, b'r s 

: -23 .2000 .

b) Using these values we then evaluate the coefficients p¡-I.43I4, p2:-0.0682,

h:0.0643, p4:-0.6226, p5:3.4324, q1:-0.2259, q2:-0.6545, q:t.1789, qa:t.0868,

q5:2.3357, p"r: -1.8800, p*2:0.5738, P"116.2000, p'þo:-t.3t85, p'þ5:3.3L43,

q't ¡ -0.2304, q'r 2 : -0.8 49 8, q'! 3 
: t3 .8240, q'þ a 

: -0.29 3 5, q* 5 
: 0.4114.
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c) By (3.50), (3.51), (3.52) and (3.53) we determine the matrices A;B¡ as

Ar:

Az=

-5.7255
-7.0000
-1.0000

0.0000
0.0000

0.0000

-1.0000
-8.0000
-7.4717

9.0000

0.0000
0.0000
1.0000

-7.0000
13.7297

Q.62a)

(3.62b)

Q.63a)

(3.63b)

9.0000 -1.0000
0.8182 8.0000
8.0000 0.7719

-1.0000 8.0000
0.0000 -1.0000

-7.5200
-7.0000
-1.0000
0.0000
0.0000

9.0000

-6.8852
8.0000

-1.0000
0.0000

-1.0000
8.0000

194.4000

8.0000

-1.0000

0.0000

-1.0000
-8.0000

-15.8217
9.0000

0.0000
0.0000
1.0000

-7.0000
13.2571

o.6776
1.9636

B -3.5368
-3.2604

-7.0054

0.2304
0.8498

Bz= -13.8240
0.2935

-0.4114

e) The matrix B is determined from B : B2[81]-tAr, which gives

- 3.9086 31.2686

- 0.3400
3.4623
3.0171

0 0.0900 - 0.7202
0 0 - 0.0587

- 1.9467

- 3.0295
3.0600
0.3541

0

- 0.4320

- 31.2686
0.6726
0.5286

0

- 3.908
3.9086
0.6301

0.8063
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f) Next, we solve the eigenvalue problem (A - pB)k = 0 and obtain the following

values for p

l"r 
:

0.6839 + 11.3000t
0.6839 - 11.3000t
3.5039 + 1.5550,
3.5039 - 1.5550t

16.7299

(3.6s)

and five corresponding eigenvectors kú), *here i: (-t)t/'. It is shown that only

k(') hæ all positive elements, so we set

,}

T = 16.7299

g) \Øe form the matrices C1 and D1 and the vector b, as defined in (3.60).

h) Solving the system (3.61), we obtain the unknown physical parameters k¡ and

m¡. The results are given ínTable3-4

NODE h,i lD¡.

1 3.6500 2.0617

2 2.4698 1.5526

3 2.7274 2.3189

4 1.3388 1.3682

5 0.6980 2.6986

Table 3-4 The reconstructed physical parameters
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Finding the physi cal parameters of the model we may now reconstrud the

stiffness and mass matrices via (3.44) and (3.45), ie.

l(=

72.6527

- 19.0788

1.3481

0

0

-23.4968
30.8728

- 19.8761

1.0600

0

1.1841

-rs.0573
34.0926

-72.9429
0.4206

0

0.8531

-16.4893
16.7348

- s.s304

0

0

0.9247

- 4.8519

5.1098

(3.66)

and

M : diag{ 0.4123 0.3105 0.4638 0.2736 0.5397 }, (3.67)

and in this way rre may reconstnrct the model using (3.43)

To verify this result, the eigenvalue problem (3.43) has been solved using the

above K and M. The resulting five eigenpairs [p;, 4(t)1 are given in Table 3-5.

Table 3-5 The eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors

NOOE
Pr=3.0000 þz=16'7299 ttl=63.1152 *+=123.3761 ILs=213'5284

o( 
t)

0(t) o(') 0(*) o(Ð

1 0.0607 0.1504 0.3119 0.4065 0.8220

2 0.2022 0.4511 0.6204 0.3438 -0.5286

3 0.3538 0.6015 0.0293 -o.6547 0.1981

4 0.5054 0.4010 -o.7062 0.5341 -0.0755

5 0.7582 -0.5013 0.1 353 -0.0525 0.0045
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0.0600 0.1500

Upon normalisation q(t) : O(t) 0¡607 and 4(z) - O@) 01504 we obtain as required

4(t)r= { o.0600 O.2ooo o'3500 0'5o0o o.75Oo },

q(z)z = { O.15OO O.45OO O.6000 O'4OOO -O.5OOO }

3.5.5 Example 5

Suppose that for n=10 the following dara, corresponding to the continuous model

of a uniform rod with Ë,: ffii=l, /:1, is given by

¡"1 =2.4674,

u(1)r={0.0785 0.2334 0.3827 0.5225 0.6494 0.7604 0.852 0.9239 0.9724 0.9969},

uQ)r={0.2334 0.6494 0.9239 0.9969 0.8526 0.52250.0785 -0.3827 -0.7604 -0.9724}

and M = 10.

Solving the eigenvalue problem (3.57) for this case, the following values for p¿ have

been found:

-1 18.84 37.39 24.63 22.19 -8.88 -1.14 2.54 2.29-0.0006i 2.29+0.0006t

It is shown that the only ¡(+) has all positive elements, thus we set

!tl, = p+=22.19
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Finding the unknown eigenvalue À,", v¡e continue the reconstnrction procedure as

in the previous example. The results for the physical parameters are given in

Table 3-6.

NODE þi rfl.¡ NODE þ,i rft¡

1 1.00 1.00 6 1.00 1.00

2 1.00 1.00

1.00

7 1.00 1.00

3 1.00 I 1.00 1.00

4 1.00 1.00

1.00

I 1.00

1.00

1.00

1.005 1.00 10

Table 3-6 The reconstnrcted physical parameters

Ve note that in this case the solution is exact.

3.6 Numerical test of sensitivity

The values for given eigenvalue and eigenvectors in the previous examples are such

that the algorithm produces positive values for the parameters h¡ and nfl.¿, âs it must

be for a reil, physical system. In a practical situation the eigendata are usually

obtained from experimental testings and normally include the measurement

errors. It is thus important to investigate the impact of data perturbations on the

proposed solution. In order to numerically test the sensitivity of the
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reconstnrction algorithm, we now introduce some random small errors in the

given eigenvectors. Let the perturbated eigenvectors be given by

u(1) 
7 

= { 0.0653 0.2053 0.3553 0.5053 0.7553},

uQ)r ={ 0.1567 0.4567 0.6067 0.4067 -0.4933}

Applying the algorithm 3-1 for this case resulted in the following values for the

physical parameters

NODE bi ffi¡

1 4.3452 1.4459

2 3.6242 2.1276

3 3.1343 2.5039

4 2.2192 2.1682

5 -0.3249 1.7544

Table 3-7 The reconstnrcted physical parameters

Similarly, introducing small errors in the vectors u(1) and u(2) from example 5, ie.

u(l)z ={O.Og85 0.2534 0.4027 0.5425 0.6694 0.7804 0.8726 0.9439 O.gg24 1.0169},

u(2)r ={0.26 34 0.6794 0.9539 1 .0269 0.8826 0.5525 0.1085 -0.3527 -0.7304 -0.94241,

7t

we obtain
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NODE þ,i Tl1.¡ NODE þi ftl¡

1 0.9853 -0.2760 6

7

1.3875 1.2872

2 1.3697 1.2721 1.0214 0.9477

3 0.9874 0.9087 I 1.4180 1.3148

1.00064 1.3743 1.2708 I 1.0836

5 0.9976 0.9245 10 1.5446 1.3496

Table 3-8 The reconstructed physical parameters

Clearly, not only are the values f.or k¡ and m¡ completely corrupted, but also the

reconstructed system cân not be physically realised since the stiffness parameter Ë5

in the first case and the mass paramêr.êr rnl in the second have now the negative

values. \Øe note that this is expected because of the sensitivity of inverse problems

in general.

In order to obtain better results and decrease the sensitivity of the procedure, we

may include more eigendata into analysis. Normally, for the higher-degrees-of-

freedom systems, this data may be accurately obtained by the experimental testing.

Suppose that s eigenpairs (À,,.t(Ð), i:L,2,..., s of the model, where s)3, are given.

The eigenvalue problem (3.43) mu$ be satisfied for all of s eigenpairs. This yields

an overdetermined system, which have an exact solution only in some particular

cases. Flowever, instead of looking for an exact solution, the system may be

_ 1''
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solved in an optimal sense, applying for example the least squares method. This

solution is examined in the following section.

3.7 The least square solution

Suppose that s - eigenvalues 1,1, \2, ...,1.,, their s - corresponding eigenvectorc u(t),

r('), ..., u(') ,rrd the total mass of a rod are known, where s > 3. Introducing s

eigenpairs (?"0, rØ) into the sysrem (3.49) we obtain the following system

(3.6s)

where

Ar B1

A2 B2

;" ;"

+pÍ') 9

-7 -l2o<tt

1

-8 -1

-1 8 l2p[t) -8 1A

-1 s t2pÍln -7
-1 9 4pÍ')

(3.6e)

qÍ')

q:')

(,)q

73_
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and

where

of' =# , qÍi) =## , k:!,2, "', n ) i:!,2, "', s' (3.7t)

As in the previous section, we take into an account the knowledge of the total

mass of the system M andreplace one of the rows of (3.68) by

M:rflt*rflz+...+rnn. (3.72)

This gives a non-homogeneous system of the form

B1

B2

B "-,

Ar

^z
A"-l

(3.73)

Q.7aa)

(3.74b)

ssc D

A.", for the first (n - l) rows

0, for the last row

8.,, for the first (n - 1) rows

I, for the last row

sC

D s
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0, for the first (n-l) elements

b Q.7ac)
M, for the last element

The least square solution of (3.73) may be obtained by finding the Moore-Penrose

pseudo-inverse of the coefficient matrix, which is a standard numerical routine.

We summarise the above procedure in the following algorithm

3.7.1 Algorithm 3-2

Suppose that for given n, s eigenvalues, s corresponding eigenvectors and the total

mass are given (n2s>z). To reconstruct the physical parameters of the system v/e

") sef n) I,, u('), i:!,2, ..., s and M =Z*,
i=l

b) Determine the coefficíents a¡ and b¡, as defined in Appendix I.

bÍù

n

75_

qÍ')=##, þ,:1,2, ...rnc) Evaluate the coefficientt pf) o?'

i:1r2r...rs.

d) Using (3.69) and (3.70) obtain matrices A¿ and B;

e) Form the matrices C, and D, and the vector b, as defined in (3.7a).
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f) Solve the system (3.73) by least squares and evaluate parameters k¡andm¡,

i:1,2, ..., n.

To demonstrate the algorithm, the following example is presented.

3.7.2 Example 6

Consider again example 5 and assume that the following eigendata are given

?v1 = 2.5,)u2= 22, 1"3 = 61,

u(1)r={0.0985 0.2534 0.4027 0.5425 0.6694 0.7804 0.8726 0.9439 O.gg24 1.0169}

u(2)7={0.2634 0.6794 0.9s39 1.0209 0.8820 0.552s o.1o8s -0.3527 -0.7304 -0.9424}

u(3)={0.3927 0.9339 0.9339 0.3927 -0.3727 -0.9139 -0.9139 -0.3727 0.3927 0.9339},

M =10

\Øe now solve the problem by using the algorithm3-2. As Table 3-9 indicates, the

resulting values for the physical parameters are now all real and positive, so the

model may be physically reconstructed. If instead of three, five eigenpairs are

used, ie. if additionally

?va = 120,X5=200,

u(a)={0.s425 0.0169 0.4027 -0.6294-0.9524-0.21340.78040.9439 0.0985-0.8326},
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u(3)={0.65940.8626-0.3727 -0.9624 0.0885 1.0069 0.2434 -0.9139 -0.5125 0l704]r

are given, the algorithm will produce more accurate results (see Table 3-9).

NODE THREE EIGENPAIRS FIVE EIGENPAIRS

ki lfl¡ ki fft;

1 0.9894 o.3770 0.8358 0.6912

2 1.3435 1.3690 1.0494 I .0193

3 0.9897 0.9820 0.9095 0.9007

4 1.2838 1.2606 1.0356 1.0148

5 0.9470 0.9474 0.9203 0.9322

6 1.2452 1.2564 1.0147 0.9658

7 o.9122 0.9382 0.9307 0.9298

I 1.1973 1.2554 0.9795 0.9531

9 0.8353 0.9950 0.9088 0.9048

10 1.0482 0.9471 0.9716 0.9338

Table 3-9 The reconstructed physical parameters

3.8 Summary

A solution for the inverse problem of a longitudinally vibrating rod, modelled

using a higher order finite difference approximation has been presented. It has

been shown that the higher order finite difference model accurately predicts the
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eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors for the lower modes. Since this

data m61y be accurarely obtained by experimental testings, the solution to the

inverse problem may be realistic.

In the case where the given data are noise corrupted, the solution obtained by the

proposed algorithm may be inaccurate or unrealistic. To solve this problem and

reduce its sensitivity to data perturbations, we took more eigenpairs into an

accounr and developed new reconstnrction algorithm by using least squares.
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CHAPTER 4

An tu&e
ef

4.Ilntroduction

As mentioned in the introduction, the anal¡ical models based on distributed

physical parameters are applicable only for some particular systems of simple

geomerry and boundary conditions. A standard approach is to approximate the

real continuous models by using some of numerical methods, such as the method

of finite differences or the finite elements method. In the previous chapter we

used the method of finite differences and applied a higher order scheme in the

differential equation of a longitudinally vibrating rod, The improved accuracy of

the higher order model is used in the inverse approach, ie. in the problem of

reconstrtrcting the physical parameters from given eigendata.

This chapter develops the reconstruction procedure for the general discrete model

of linear one-dimensional vibrating systems. This may be a finite difference, a

finite element, or a lumped-mass model of a vibrating system. 'SØe first develop the

solution for the general case and then we apply the solution on some particular

cases.
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4.2 Tlnre general case

In the case of a discrete undamped linear model, the differential equations that

describe the free vibration may be written in the form

Mq+Kq=o, (4.1)

where M and K are the mass and stiffness matrices and q is the vector of

displacements. Assuming harmonic response

q :usln o¿' (4.2)

system (a.1) yields the matrix eigenvalue problem

Ku-l"Mu:o, (4.Ð

where \ui: lo.i2, i:L,2, ...n arnd t(4 .r. the eigenvalues and their corresponding

eigenvectors, respectively.

By this model, the physicil. parameters of the original continuous system are

discretized for each subdomain of the model. In equation (a.3) K and M are the

global stiffness and mass matrices, assembled from the corresponding element

matrices following the schemes that are known from the actual discrete model. In

general, the stiffness and mass matrices for an element (e) may be expressed as the

functions K1,¡:K1 "¡(a, 
c;"z, ..., a,) and M1"):M(,¡(Þr, Fz, ..., Þ,), where ü, d2, ...,
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an and Þr, þr, .. , þn ^re srrucrural þhysical) properries of the system.

Analytically, this may be written as

K(,) = d(,)G(,) (4.4)

and

M(,) = Þç¡Y1,¡, (4.Ð

where

or(e) and Þ1r¡ represent the physical parameters of the element (e), and

G1"¡ and Y1"¡ are known matrices determined by the actual analytical model.

For example, in the case of tbe fi.nite element model of a oibrating rod, the

coefficients crle) and B1"¡ are given by

d(,) = 3- and Þ(") = 99y,

and element matrices G1.¡ and Y1.¡ by

G
1

2

1 -1 ande) 1l

where E,,, is the Young's modulus of elasticity, A1,¡ is the cross sectional area, p,,,

is the density and h is the length of the element (e),
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The overall stiffness and mass matrices for the whole system may be obtained by

assembling the element matrices, ie.

K )1fx,,,.L" (4.6)

and

M (4.7)

In the above, A" are Boolean mapping matrices, and N is the number of elements

of the model. For the finite element model of the axially vibrating rod for

example, these matrices are given by

)4fM,,,4",
e=l

t
e=l

e=1

M

10
01

r (EA)@)

A

1l
1.1

I
l A

1

1
K A A e"h

and

where

, h(PA)e¡ I
2

2

I,6 e,

00
00

0

0

j=l,k=i
j=2,k=i+1
elsewhere
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Let us introduce the matrices P1,¡ and Q1,;, defined as

(4.Ð

and

(4.e)

Then, using (a.8) and (4.9), the expressions for the stiffness and mass matrices may

be simplified as

Io,uP,,, (4.10)

P(") = AIG(,)4,

ATYu,Q1"¡ = A

K

e

and

e=1

e=l
M: IÞt,rQt,i. (4.11)

(4.t2)

Flence, the original eigenvalue problem (4.3) transforms to

ìr' /v

Io,,lPr"lo - rI 0r,lQ1,¡u = o.
e=l e=l

The matrices P(¿) and Q1,¡ are N by N matrices and u is a N dimensional vector.

Denote

a(.) : P1,¡ u

83
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and

b(,) : Q1,¡ u.

Then using (4.13) and(ala) the system (4.12) may be written as

Ior,rur,l - r.IÞr,lb(") = o.

(4.r4)

(4.15)
e=1

4.3 The inverse problem for the general case

The anal¡ical model of the system is given by (a.15). IÙüe state the following

problem for this model:

Giaen one eigenoalue, tuo eigenvectors and one of the plrysical parameters of

tbe systern (ir. tbe total mas). Determine tbe plrysical pt.ra.ftteters

o1,¡,Þ1,¡ ,e =1,2,-..,N that correspondto tbis døta.

The eigenvalue equation (4.15) must be satisfied for all eigenpairs that (1.;,u(')),

i:!,2,...,n Suppose that (1,1,u(t) and (Àr,.t(t)) are two eigenpairs that correspond

to model. Then, (4.15) yields

¡/N
I o,,,"[ì - x,I Þ1,,b[)] = o
e=l e=l

(4.16)

e=1
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[u Í" "1''u ]

uli']

I ",nu[?ì - t',>Þ1,¡b[]] : o,
e=l e=1

Þr

0

0

0

(4.17)

(4.1s)

(4.te)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

where we introduced

b[:ì = Q1"¡u(r),

and

b[3] = Q1"¡u(2),

Ve first write (4.17) and (a.18) in the form

o[l

a2

o[:ì : P,,,u(')

"Í?l 
= Pr,rt(')

Þ'

þ,(1)

^

IuÍ"

c[N

o[1

a2

c[N

0

0
(2)a

0

where the physical parameters are presented as vectors. Then, we introduce the N

x Nmatric., A(t), 6(2), g(1) ,rrd B(2) by
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A(') = [ù a "l?] , @2aa)

(4.24b)

$2ac)

(4.24d)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(1)
2

(1)
I

A

and write (4.22) and (+.Zl) as

Þ' 0

0

(2)
IuÍ" nl?'l ,

0

(2)a 7

ctl

9,2

o¿tv'

¡(t)

0

0

;

CT,1

9,2

The above two systems may be then combined into a single matrix system, ie.

c[l

a2

4(t) -À,,Btu

¡(z) -?urBe)

c[ iv

¡(z) -?urgQl

þ,

Þ"

dn

F'

0

0

;
0

0

Þ"

Þ,
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The system (4.28) is a homogeneous system of 2N equations. The trivial solution

oi:O and B,:O is not of interest. The non-trivial solution is associated with the

conditions

4(t)
= Q. (4.2e)

4(z) - Turgel

As in the previous chapter, this condition may be used to evaluate the unknown

eigenvalue À2, since 1,1 is given and the matrices ¡(1), 3(1), A(2) and B(2) ,re known

from (a.25a)-(a.25d). In order to do this we write (4.28) in the form

- I,Bttl

¡(t) - X,Bc)

¡(z) 0

where we introduced vectors k and m as

0

0

(4.30)

(a3ta)

(4.31b)

and

k : {or, uzr...,ot}T

m : {Þr, Þr, ..., Þt}7

System (4.30) has non-trivial solution if
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¡(t) - À.,Bttl 0

det -0. (4.34)
g(z)

FIowever, this eigenvalue problem

4(z) 0

\Øe note from (4.34) that ?v2may be considered as an eigenvalue of the generalised

4(t) - I,Bttl 00
pencil -L2

¡(z) 0 0 B(2)

¡(t) -).rBot
is indefinite, because is singular and is neither

0 3(z) 4(z)

semi-positive definite nor negative-definite. Such eigenvalue problem is

numerically difficult to solve as it includes N unbounded eigenvalues. In order to

solve this problem'we s'rite (4.30) as

4(t)ç - Ir g(t) 
'l 

: o (4.35)

and

A(r)k -)"rp?)r¡: o. (4.36)

Then, from (4.35) 'we evaluate the vector m, ie. m : [Ir 3(t)1t4(t) a andsubstitute

the result in (a.36). This gives

{¡,tzl - },.r32) [ À, BG)1-16(1)¡k : o, (4.37)

00

0
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Cnlprnn 4. An inverse problemþr the general discrete model

[A(zl -rzC]k:0, (4.3Ð

where the matrix C is given bY

C : g(z)[ [, B0) r-t4(t) (4.3e)

The difference between (+.lA) and the original system is that neither A(t) ,to, C are

singular, so the condition

det(¡l(z) - ¡.2 cl): o (4.40)

may be solved by the standard numerical algorithms. As a result, the N

eigenvalue, Àr(t), LrQ), ...,1,2@ and their corresponding eigenvecto6 k(t), k(t), .'.,

k(S will be obtained. It is shown however, that only one particular vector, ,ry kþ)

has all positive elements, while at least one of the elements of all other k(Ð will be

negarive. Since by definition k represents the physical paramet€rs cL;, this means

that this parricular kþ) ir the only eigenvector of (4.38) corresponding to the

physical sysrem. The eigenvalue )"2þ) that is associated with kþ) it thus the

required second eigenvalue of the model.

Alternatively, in the case of the finite difference or the finite element models,

where the matric., A(t), 3(t), 6(z) and B(2) are of an upper-triangular form, ie.

ol:ì
lr ì

aàí,{

oÍ?) o[:ì
ot'|,

o'.;ì,

ol:\
o\',)

¡(z) =

ol.l-

oS) "Íi)
o\',)

89_
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Cn¡lrpn 4. An inverse problemfor the general discrete model

and

b['l bQ)

¡ B(zl - b:?,
(4.41b)

r¡e may determine î.2 from the last rows of (4.35) and (+.f0). In this case, these

tv¡o equations are given bY

of,)ror-1",óllB, =g (a.a2a)

and

o\l)uo* -t"rbff)þ, =s. (4.42b)

The eigenvalue ?v2may be now determine from

bo)

b\")

b[i) bÍ'ì

b:'ì,

ól?

bfì
byì

brì,

g(t)

(4.43)

(4.44)

which yields

¡" 2

Eliminating the eigenvalue 1.2 from the system, we may now solve (4.28) by using

the knowledge of the total mass of the system, ie.

90-



Cnlprnn 4. An inverse problemfor the general discrete model

M = ptþt + pzþz * ...t p¡,tþ N , (4.45)

where pi are constant factors given by the actual discrete model. Following the

reconstnrction procedure from the previous chapter we replace one of the rows in

(4.29) by (a.a5) and in this way transform (4.2Ð to the non-homogeneous system

4(t) - I,Bttl k

{:}

where

and

C(r) :

ç(z) -

ç(t) 6(z) m

A(2), for the first (r - 1) rows

0, for the last row

-?urBQt, for the first (n - l) rows

p, for the last row

P : {fu Pz...P¡tltT.

(4.46)

(4.48)

(4.4e)

d
for the first (n - 1) elements

, for the last element

(4.s0)

9l
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The syste m (a.a7) is non-homogeneous and may be therefore use to evaluate

unknown parameters 01, Uz, ..., d¡s, Þr, Þ2, ..., Þ¡¿. This may be done simply by

finding the inverse of the coefficient matrix or using some of the numerical

methods

The above procedure is summarised in the following algorithm.

Algorithm 4.L

Suppose that for a system of. n degrees of freedom, an eigenvalue À1, two

eigenvectors Õ1, (Þ2 and the total mass M are given. \üe reconstrud the unknown

physical parameters of the model by the following

a) Set fl,Lr, (Þr, (Þz andM.

b) Define the matrices G1"¡ and Y1,¡.

c) Set the matrices 41.¡ and E and evaluate P1,¡ and Q1,¡ from (+.8) and (+.1).

d) Using (4.18) - (4.21) evaluate ap¡(Ð, b(,)(t), a1,¡Q) andbg(t).

e) Form the matric., A(t), 3(t), 4(2)rtd B(t), as defined in (a.2a).

f) Find the eigenvalue 1,2 from the condition (a.aO).

g) Determine the matrices C(1) attd C(2) and the vector d by (a.a8) - (4.50).

92_



Cn¡.prnn 4. An inverse problemfor the general discrete model

h) Solve the system (4.46) and evaluate the unknov¡n param€t€rs cf,¡ and p¿, i:1, 2,

,n

In the nexr section the above solution is applied to some particular cases.

4.3.L The Finite Difference model of a vibrating rod

The eigenvalue problem corresponding to the finite difference model of the rod is

given by

Ku:l.Mu, (4.51)

The stiffness matrix K and the mass matrix M of a n degrees-of-freedom system in

a fixed-free configuration are given by

(k, + kr)
(-kr)

(-kr)
(k, + kr) (-kr)

l(=
(k,,-, + k,)

(-k,,)
(-k,,)
(k")

(4.s2)

(4.s3)

and

mr

m2

M_
ffin-l

93_
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Cn¡,prnn 4. An inverse problemfor the general discrete model

where

and

(EA),
ki and m, : (pA),h . i:t,2, ...,n (4.s4)

(4.55)

h

To obtain the above matrices from (a.6) and (a.7) of the general model we

introduce the matrices A¡ as

0
l, m=I,n=i

0 , arrr: l, m=2,n=i+l (4.5s)

0, elsewhere

Using (4.54) we therefore have

0

0

10
01

94_

"=äry"'[-l 1]
A e

M (4.56)

For the fixed-free boundary conditions, the first row and column of (+.SS) and

(4.56) must be removed, so the last two expressions yields (4.52) and (a.53). The

unknown physical parameters are thus in this case given by

2ØÐ,",roil
0l
1l

(EA)ø 
,0(") = -ît and 8,", =(pA)<"¡h,

0

0
A e

and

(a.s7a)



Cn¡.prnn 4. An inverse problemfor the general discrete model

and (4.57b)

In order to reconstruct these parameters, the algorithm for the general case may be

applied using (4. 55)-(4. 56) without further modifications.

4.3.2 The Finite Element model of a vibrating rod

For a finite element model of the rod, the element stiffness and mass matrices are

given by

_fo,-LoMIr
K'"' = l- t I

0

1

A(")

B

(EA)<,¡ 1

h

1

1 I
(4.5Ð

(4.5e)

(a.60a)

(4.60b)

and

h(pA)a¡
(")- 

6 t:
1

2

Following the solution to the problem for the general case, this yields

(EA)ø ^ (pA)o¡h
0(")= h tÞ1"¡= 6

*,,, =[_l -l]*o *,,,=[1 j]

The global stiffness and mass matrices are therefore
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Cnnprnn 4. An inverse problem for the general discrete model

"=äry^,[-l
1IjI

21
l2 4",

(4.61)

(4.62)

(4.64)

A e

and

M
I
I

where the matrices A, are of the same form as in the case of the finite difference

model.

4.3.3The fïnite difference model of a clamped-free

vibrating beam

A finite difference model, or equivalently, a discrete mass-spring-rod model of a

clamped-free vibrating beam is given by

EH-IEKrErH-rEzu = ÀMu, (4.63)

where

1 1

1

1 1
f,, =

1-1
1 (NxN)
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H=diag(h ), K¡ diag(k,), M:diag( m,), i: l, 2, ..., N.

If the elements are of the same length, å;:const. i:!,2,"',N, this system may be

wfltten as

Ku : },Mu, (4.65)

where

K = EE Kr ErEr (4.66)

Introducing the matrices

l, m=\,n:i

h¡ = x¡ - xi-', k, :+ , ffii = P@¡)h,

A,
l0
01

l-o o_t-[o o

0

0 , arr, = l, m=2,n= l+1, (4.67)

0, elsewhere

the stiffness and mass matrices may be written in the form

]V

K=EEI kr",
A

h2e=l

+r -[o ol
LþA)<"tntilo ll

-[o ol
iLo 1lA, E'E" (4.68)

and

e

97_
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Cn¡.prnn 4. An inverse problemfor the general discrete model

The unknown physical parameters are thus given by

0(,) = ? ^roÞ(,) = p<"¡h. (4.5e)

4.4 Numerical ExamPles

In this section we apply the proposed solution for the general case on some typical

models, ie. the finite element and the finite difference models of rod and beam.

4.4.L The fïnite element model of a uniform rod with

given data corresponding to the continuous model

In this example we solve the inverse vibration problem for a finite element model

of a uniform rod, fixed at one end and free to vibrate at the other. In order to

have a realistic situation, we take the eigendatathat corresponds to the continuous

model of the system. The eigenvalue problem for the continuous model of the

rod is given by

ft(tA>oO)ry)+ )up(x)A(x)u(x) :0, 0 < x < L

(4.63)

u(x ,=o= 0 and
du(x)

dx
=Q

x=L

98_
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In the case where the rod is uniform, say k(x):m(x):\, this equation may be solved

analytícal\y. The solution for the eigenvalues and their corresponding

eigenfunctions are given by

(2i -r)nx,: , uj)çx¡ =
2

2

(4.64)

(4.6s)

where i:!,2,.... In the discrete form, the eigenfunctions uA)(*) may be written as

Irlu"

where r; corrêspond to the nodal points of the model. For model order N:5 this

glves

.i"( ñ
x

3n

2
,i"(?"t:2.4674, L{1) - i*, anduQ) =

It 2 3 I
where ", = t' ,ñ ,ñ ,...1 . In the following'we use the above eigendata to solve

the inverse problem for a discrete rod. Suppose that

?ut = 2.4674,

T
U1 = {0.3090 0.5878 0.8090 0.951 1 1.0000),

u27={0.8090 0.9511 O.3O9O -0.5878 -1.0000) and

99_
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are given, where M is thetotal mass. We first evaluate the matrices A¿ and B¿, ie.

0.3090 - 0.2788 0 0

0.2788 - 0.2212 0

Al = 0.2212 - 0.1420
0 0j420 - 0.0489
0 0 0.0489

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

B

- 1.5249 - 2.9752 0 0

0 - 3.6631 - 4.8968 0

0 0 -5.4426 -6.3390
0 0 0 -6.6894
0000

0

0

0

-7j607
- 7.2814

80900. - 0.1420 0

0.1420 0.6420
0 - 0.6420

0

0

0.8968
0 - 0.8968 0.4122
0 0 - 0.4122

0
0

- 1.5691 - 0.0302
0 - 0.8666 2.1756
0 0 2.5878

0

0

0Ãz=

Bz=

0

0

0

0

0

0

- 1.6180 - 2.5691 0

0 -2.7111 -2.2111
00
00
00

0

0

0

Then we determine the eigenvalue 1,2 from (4.40), getting Xz = 23.6983, and by

reconsrnrct the unknown physical parameters by solving the system (4.46). The

results are given below

100 
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NODE (EA)r"¡ (Pl)<.1 EXACT

1 0.9918 1.0000 1.0000

2 0.9918

0.9918

1.0000 1.0000

1.00003 1.0000

4 0.9918 1.0000 1.0000

1.00005 0.9918 1.0000

Table 4-1. The reconstnrcted physical parameters

The exact values for k¿ and m¡ corresponding to the continuous model of the rod

are k¡ : rni : 1.0000. We see that uniform rod parameters have been identified,

with small errors of about 0.8 o/o for the stiffnesses. This is because the finite

difference model for a uniform rod gives eigenvectors which coincide with the

eigenfunction of the continuous system. In general, however, for a non-uniform

rod less favourite results may be expected. '$?'e now consider the inverse problem

for a non-uniform rod.

4.4.2 A non-uniform fïxed-free rod with A(x) - er

Consider an axially vibrating rod in a fixed-free configuration and let the cross-

sectional area of. the rod be given by:

A(x) : {.

101 _
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Cn¡.prnn 4. An inverse problemfor the general discrete model

Suppose that the Young's modulus of elasticity and the mass per unit length are

consranrs. With the above assumptions, the eigenvalue problem (4.63) may be

solved analytically. Substituting the expression for A(x) in (4.63), we find

*(tu9tlvpe'u(x)=0, (4.67)

Evaluating the above equation and taking into account the boundary conditions,

yields

u"+Lt'+)ulu: O

z(0) = 6 (4.6Ð

z'(l) = 6

where primes denote derivatives with respect to.r. To solve the above problem we

transform (4.67) to the standard form

(+ 2ôro,, (+ o]( = 0, (4.6e)

by setting 1=u,2õrìn : 1 and ,?, =L+ The above equation has a solution

given by

EQ)= e-s6,/ (Asiîr,.,[t-¡?*B.orr,.,-l-ô?;, € < 1

102 _
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Taking into account that c,r, 1-õ2/= ^p
E

1

-O,weobtarn

u(x) = s-i' .4 sin
o1Li-Ox+Bcos ¡.

p1
(4.7r)

(4.73)

(4.74)

The boundary condition at the fixed end, u(0) : O, gives B : 0. At the free end

the conditionu'(l): 0 gives

r-1la--¿ " cos
4

E4

np 1

E4A( -!,-:,¡n^[Ê-1[2 \ E 4
+ ^p

E
=Q.

For a non-trivial solution u(x)+O, the constant z4 must not be equal to zero. This

yields

tan
ol

¡........_ -- |
E4

Equation (4.74) is the frequency equation for the eigenvalue problem (4.63). Its

1
roots can be determined graphically by drawing the function y(r'¡) = 1¿1

E
Xr = l'6085-,

n

and finding its intersections with g(n) = t - i using the Bisection method.

Applying this method we found

4

103 _
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and

E
)"r=21.4488 r,

E
Lt = 609323-

(4.75b)

(a.7sc)

The eigenfunction of the system are

1

u,(x) = A,e-tr sin
o1L,E- q*, i=1,2,.... (4.76)

'Sl'e now solve the problem of reconstnrcting the physical parameters of the rod,

using the finite difference and the finite element models.

4.4.2.1, A finite difference model for the exponential

rod

Let us divide the system ínto n:5 finite differences of the same length b:t/5, as

shown in the Figure 4-1. Ve choose the nodal points i:t, 2, 3, 4, 5 corresponding

to rhe midpoint of each finite difference segment. '\üØe define the element stiffness

and mass parameters of the model as

F oÍ-t I 2)h

O, = tuî- and m, - p,t'oh (4.77)

Suppose that one eigenvalue, two eigenvectors and the total mass corresponding to

the continuous model of the rod are given. Using (4.77) and n:5, L:l and b:0.2

this gives
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Àr: 1.6085,

s ,r : { o. t t oo o.2g4g 01286 0.5132 0.5528},

.rrr : {0.+zzt 0.84s3 0.5797 -0.0573 -0.5373},

M : 8.58

To solve the problem we ^pply 
the algorithm 4-1 and evaluate the following

matrices A;, B¿

1.220 2

0

0

0

0

- 0.1842 0

0.1842 - 0.1337
0

0

0

0

0Al=

B

0
0

0

0.1337 - 0.0846
0 0.0846 - 0.0359
0 0 0.0359

0

0

0 - 0.8891

J 4

0

43
779-0 1

0

0

0

70.40-
0

0

0

.68940

0

0

0

0

0

0

082s60 -0.
0

t2

h

1 _tt-
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and

Az:

B

0.8453 -0.4226
0 0.4226
00
00
00

000
0.2656 0 0

-0.2656 0.6369 0

0 -0.6369 0.4800
0 0 -0.4800

-0.4227 0

0 -0.8456

0

0

0 -0.5797

0

0 -0.0573

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
00

0

0

2

0 0.5373

The second eigenvalue is found to be

Àz : 20.0966.

Then we solved the system (4.46) and obtained the following values for the

physical parameters

(EA)<"t (PA)<"¡ Ð(ACT

1 1.0540 1.1008 1.1052

2 1.2231 1.3448 1.3499

3 1.4941 1.6435 1.6487

4 1.8255 2.0104 2.0138

5 2.2293 2.4776 2.4596

Table 4-2. The reconstructed physical parameters
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The maximum relative error for the stiffnesses is 9.4olo and for the masses 0.4olo. A

more accurate solution may be obtained if the number of the segments n 
^re

increased. For example, for the model with n: 10 elements, supPose that

u,7: {o.osoa 0i614 o.2s3s 0.3330 0.3999 0.4s43 0.4965 0s272 0.5468 0.5563},

u2r={0.2225 o.s91o o.Bosg o.B3B8 o.7oo3 0.4347 01072 -0.2107 -0.4560 -0.586},

M : 8.58

are given. Using this data in the algorithm 4-1, we obtained Lz : 21.0982. The

values for the physical parameters are then found to be

NODE (EA)<.¡ (pl)r.r EXACT

1 0.5129 0.5252 0.5256

2 0.5527 0.5805 0.5809

3 0.6108 0.6415 0.642

4 0.6751 0.7090 0.7095

5 o.7461 0.7836 0.7841

6 0.8246 0.8660 0.8666

7 0.91 13 0.9571 0.9577

I 1.0072 1.0579 1.0585

I 1.1 130 1.1694 1.1698

10 1.2298 1.2974 1.2928

Table 4-3. The reconstnrcted physical parameters
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The maximum relative error for the stiffnesses is now 4.9o/o and for the masses

0.oB%. As expected, there is a discrepancy between the exact and the identified

model in the non-uniform case. This discrepancy is acceptable when considering

engineering applications.

4.4.2.2 The fÏnite element model

The finite element model of the system is similar to the finite difference model

from the previous example, but now we set the nodal points at the end of each

element, as shown in Figure 4-2. Suppose that for L:L, n:5 and b:0.2 one

eigenvalue, t'wo eigenvectors and the total mass corresponding to the continuous

model of the rod are given by

Àr:1.6085,

ur : { 0.2090 0.3680 0.4769 0.5383 0.5574}r,

u2 : {0.7319 0.7787 0.2293 -0.3936 -0.6065}Ï andM:9.48

2 J1

1

Figure 4-2T\e finite elemet model of the rod with l=e'
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Algorithm 4.1 produces the following matrices

Ar=

Br=

Ar=

0.2090 -0.1590 0

0 0.1590 -0.1088

0 0 0.1088
000
000

00
00

-0.0614 0

0.0614 -0.0191

0 0.0191

-0.6724 -1.2644 0 0

-1.5202 -1.9510 0

-2.1261 -2.4000
0 -2.4988 -2.6284
0 0 -2.6591

7204 -0.0685 0 0 0

0 0.0685 0.5147 0 0

0 0 -0.5147 0.6198 0

0 0 0-0.6198 0.2573
0 0 0 0-0.2573

0

0
0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

and

-1.4407 -2.2296 0 0

-2.2981 -1.8519 0

Bz= -1.3372 -0.2026
0 0.4172 1.2943
0 0 1.5516

The second eigenvalue is determined by (a.aO), which gives 1.1 : 23.1040. Finally,

by solving equation (4.46), we determine the following physical parameters

0
0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0
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NODE (EA)at (pl)ro ÐßcT

1 1.2092 1.1888 1.2214

2 1.4779 1.4733 1.4918

3 1.8082 1.7895 1.8221

4 2.2088 2.2318 2.2255

5 2.5967 2.7957 2.7183

Table 4-4. The reconstructed physical parameters

Again, we may improve the accuracy by increasing the number of finite elements

For the model wíth n:10 elements, suppose that the given eigendata consists of

Àr: 1.6085,

ul : {0.1 106 o.2o9o o.zg4g 0.3680 0.4286 0.4769 0.5132 0.5383 0.5528 0.5574}1

u2: {0.4227 0.7204 0.84s3 o.7BB9 .s7g7 0.2741 -0.0573 -0.3457 -0.5373 -0.6030}7

M: 9.O3.

For this case the algorithm gives À2 : 21.8247, and produces the following values

for the physical parameters
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NODE (EA)@) (pl)r.l EXACT

1 0.5509 0.5513 0.5526

2 0.6088 0.6082 0.6107

3 0.6729 0.6729 0.6749

4 0.7437 0.7431 0.7459

5 0.8220 0.8221 0.8243

6 0.9085 0.9080 0.9110

7 1.0041 1.0050 1.0069

I 1.1097 1.1101 1.1127

I 1.2246 1.2332 1.2298

10 1.3265 1.3741 1.3591

Table 4-5. The reconstructed physical parameters

4.4.3 The fÏnite difference model of a beam

Consider a beam fixed ãr x:0 and free to oscillate at x:1. For n:5 and h:t/S,let

the following data be given

À,1:10,

u(t): { o.oo o.2o 0.36 0.54 o.ß\r,

u('): { o.3s 0.60 0.45 o.os -o.so }7 andM:1.
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The algorithm produces the following matrices

0.0800 -0.0800 0 0 0

0.0400 -0.0800 0.0200 0

0.0400 -0.0400 0.0100
0 0.0200 -0.0200
0 0 0,0100

00
-2.0000 0

0 -3.6000

and

A

Br=

A

B

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8000-0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 -5.4000
0 0 -7.3000

0.35000.2000 0 0 0

0 -0.1000 0.8000 -0.2500 0

0 0 -0.4000 0.5000 -0.1500
0 0 0-0..2500 0.3000
0 0 0 0-0.1500

-0.35000000
0-0.6000 0 0 0

0 0-0.4500 0 0

0 0 0-0.0500 0

0 0 0 00.5000

2

2

The second eigenvalue is determined from the condition (4.40). This gives Lz:219

and the algorithm evaluate the following values for the physical parameters

þ¡:ry'h andm¡b
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NODE k¡ t|l¡

1 4.8124 0.4089

2 6.9165 0.2972

3 4.5352 0.0586

4 5.4968 0.0747

5 4.6898 0.1604

Table 4-6. The reconstructed physical parameters

Using these values we reconstrud the stiffness and mass matrices of the system

K

925.3374

-572.5833
1 13.3799

0

0

-572.5833
763.8514

-501.6000
137.4202

0

1 13.3799

-501.6000
780.3048

-509.3289
117.2443

0
137.4202

-509.3289
606.3973

-234.4886

0

0

117.2443

-234.4886
117.2443

and

0.4089
0.2972

M_ 0.0586
0.0747

0.1606

In order to verify these results, the eigenvalue problem (a.3) has been solved using

the above matrices. The resulting five eigenvalues and their corresponding

eigenvectors are given in Table 4-7.
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l$Øe note that the first eigenvector 0(t) = { o.o8 o.2o 0.36 0.54 0.73 }r is identical to

the eigenvector u(1). Upon the normalisation 0P) : Q(')o.gsoo / 0.3615 we obtain as

required 0(t) = { 0.35 0.60 0.45 0.05 -0.50 } 
r.

NODE
þtr=10.0 þz=219.O þf2'182.9 ¡t44672.4 þts=19918.0

q( t) o(4 4(t) o(Ð q(s)

1 0.0800 0.3615 0.4089 0.2666 0.0211

2 0.2000 0.6197 -0.1051 -0.3828 -0.0983

3 0.3599 0.4648 -o.6494 0.3830 0.8440

4 0.5399 0.0516 -0.5786 0.7682 -0.5218

5 0.7298 -0.5164 0.2552 -0.2136 0.0718

Table 4-7.The eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors

4.4.4 A structural dynamic modification for a high

building

The study of the dynamics of structures leads to difficulties associated with the

discrepancy between the values of the modal parameters obtained by the analytical

model (ie. finite element model) and the actual measurements from the prototype.

There is a significant amount of literature on this subject (see eg. [6], [8], t9l, t50l)

where several methods of attempting to correct the model are suggested. The

correction is usually done by defining a new model which is as close as possible to

the original model and which closely matches the experimental data. The method

lt4 _
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developed in this chapter introduces a new significant improvement in the above

menrioned methods as we take the connectioiry of the system into account. ie. the

actual non-zero elements in the mass and stiffness matrices are conserved.

To demonsrrate the actual improvement obtained by the method presented here

we use experimental data obtained by Lihua and Shangwen [50]. This data is

shown in Table 4-8. Algorithm 4.1 has been applied with this data as input and an

analyúcal model has been determined.

NODE
Àt=0'6348 7uz=1.5652 ?tz=2.71O0

u(1) u(2) u(4)

1 0.098 -0.237 0.301

2 o.219 -0.516 0.571

3 0.351 -0.706 0.505

4 0.474 -0.801 0.220

5 0.616 -0.598 -0.464

6 0.736 -0.267 -0.843

7 0.835 0.123 -o.727

8 0.927 0.571 0.115

9 0.977 0.858 0.580

10 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 4-8. Experimental data of vibrating strucrure taken from [50]
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A comparison between the results obtained in [50], the method presented here,

and the real physical data, shown in Table 4-9, demonstrates a clear improvement

in the model identification when our method is used. The maximum relative

error obtained by [50] is 22.7o/o (average 5.9%), whereas with our method the

maximum relative error is only 2.6% (average 13%).

In addition to the benefit of conserving the physical connectivity in our model we

can estimate both stiffnesses and masses. The method suggested by Lihua and

Shangwen [50] can estimate stiffnesses only. In summary, the above example

suggests that a significant improvement can be made when our method is used to

correct an analytícal model using experimentù, data.

NODE
STIFFNESS

BY
REF. [50]

BY
PRESENT REAL

MASS

BY
REF. [sol

BY
PRESENT REAL

1 912.6 947.O 950 0.9 1.0

2 717.4 755.0 750 1.5 1.5

3 643.6 652.8 650

650

1.0 1.0

2.04 632.2 656.1 2.0

5 474.8 461.4 450

450

1.0 1.0

6 510.7 460.5 0.9 0.9

7

I
434.6 448.8 440

360

0.8 0.8

1.0362.5 365.6 1.1

I 382.1 371.1

332.6

370

340

0.7

0.5

0.7

0.510 262.8

Table 4-10. The reconstnrcted physical parameters
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter a method for the solution of the inverse problem for general

discrete models of vibrating systems is developed. This may be a finite difference, a

finite element, or a lumped-mass model of one-dimensional systems such as mass-

spring systems, rods or beams. It has been shown that the physical parameters of

the system may be reconstructed from the knowledge of one eigenvalue, two

eigenvectors and the total mass of the system. Since the actual form of K and M is

not needed to be specified, the reconstruction algorithm is applicable as a general

solution. This general solution is then applied to some particular vibrating

systems. It is demonstrated by means of numerical examples that the solution may

be successfully applied for the case of finite difference and finite element models of

non-uniform rods and beams, and for discrete models of multi-storey buildings.

tt7 _



CHAPTER 5

tnvw 3rffin* &P wffie*ndthmMdhmtW*y-,sM*
5.L Introduction

In the previous two chapters, the inverse problem is solved f.or a higher order

finite difference model of a rod and for the case of a general discrete model of one-

dimensional vibrating systems. In these systems, we assume that the masses

oscillate in line, ie. in a single direction of motion. As a consequence, the nodal

points that are used to represent the motion of these systems may be naturally

ordered by their relative distance from one end, and the natural frequencies are

distinct.

This chapter is concerned with the inverse vibration problem for some multi-

dimensional systems. Obviously, these systems are more complex and difficult to

analyse. Analytical solutions for a direct vibrating problem may be obtained only

for some particular systems of simple geometry. One such system is the model of

a stretched membrane. In the following, we first derive the differential equation

describing the small vibration of the membrane, and show how to obtain a finite

difference approximation of the eigenvalue problem. Then s¡e pose the inverse

problem for this model and develop a reconstruction procedure using one
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eigenvalue, three eigenvectors and the total mass. Following this, we consider a

simply connected three-dimensional vibrating lattice. The problem of

reconsrrtrcting the physical parameters from the knowledge of one eigenvalue,

four eigenvectors and the total mass of the model is solved. Two numerical

examples are presented.

5.2 The differential equation for a membrane

Ve suppose that the membrane is stretched and that it is fixed along its boundaries

in the x-y plane. If the membrane is non-uniform, the tension per unit length 7

may vary from point to point of the system, eg. T : T@,y). In addition, 'we

suppose that the deflection u(x,y¡) in the z direction is small compared to the

dimensions of the membrane, so that all angles of inclination are small. The

deflections in other directions are neglecæd (Figure 5-1) and thus the vibration of

the system is linear.

w(x,y) v
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Figure 5-2 shows an infinitely small portion of the membrane and the forces acting

on its edges. In the z direction, the tension Q acts on the element with the angles

o¿ and p, as shownin Figure 5-3. \X/ith the assumption of small vibrations about

the equilibrium, the horizontal components of the forces on the edges of the

element m y be neglected. The vertical components are -Qdysinu and

(n.K*Jrr rt"B. Since the angles cr and p are small, we use the approximation

sin oc = r^ti. c¿ and similar expression for F. The resulting force of the vertical

component is then

- odvsincr + ( o *Q*l¿v ring = -edvtancr + ( o *Q, \
\.- ôx ) " \- a, k 

)dt 
tunÞ

(P+ You*

õg(a+
ôx

dx)dy
^
i

-

Pdx

'-dx

Figare 5-2 Acting furces on a small portion of the membrane in the x-y plane
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(s.t)

where 4 denotes the derivatives of w with resPect to r.

Similarly, the vertical components of the forces acting on the other two edges are -

: -Qdy,. *(o. K *)*[,. . * *),

' '*!orl* rrnu. The resulting force of these tr¡o componentsp dx siny and [t ôy , )

may thus be approximated similarly as

- Pdxw

The Newton's second law yields

.(". i.)-(,,.T*) (s.2)

z

e*Y d*)dy

Qdv

xúc

t2t _
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ZF,=ffia,=p(x,y)dxdy
^)o'w
^),ôx-

(s.3)

where p(x,y) is the mass per unit area of the membrane. Substituting (5.1) and (S.Z)

into the above equation, we get

- edy *, *(o . K *)*[," . * *)- pdx,, *(, . i *)*(,, * +.)
: p(x,y)dxdy#

or, after simplifying

O
ôw ôO
ôx ôx

(,.***\
\drç)

(aw\
[', * Ë" )= 

p(x'v)* Pfu' *ôP
ùù

^)ô'w
dt-

(s.4)

(s.s)

For dx, dy -+ 0 we have

a9+ * P *, * py * T r, = p(x, y)dx Òc oy oy

^)Ò'w
^.) )ot-

or

(s.6)

The above differential equation governs the small transverse vibration of a non-

uniform membrane. As usual, the space and time components in (S.6) may be

separated by

ô

ôy
+ô

ôx
=r(*,Ðfu#Ð

122 
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w(x,y,t) = u(x,y)sinat .

Substituting (5.7) into (S.6) yields the eigenvalue problem for the membrane

(5.7)

(5.10)

(5.Ð

where the eigenvalues l, are the squares of the natural frequencies crl.

The parrial differential equation (5.8) may be solved for the unknown eigenvalues

)u¡¡ and rhe corresponding eigenfunction n1ì¡*,y) if the boundary and initial

conditions are given. For example, in the case of. a rectangular homogeneous

membrane with constant tension T tt allpoints and in all directions and with fixed

edges on the boundaries, the solution may be found as

w(x,y,t) = I It¡ ,,,,cosL,,,,t+ Bj,, sinl,,,,,f)sin 
*T t nnn'

t,r=r t=r 
-'iln -""'-ùn" a b '

(5.e)

where

frloa, ø ry1. &1, o,,, ryl+ Àp(x, v) = o,

5.# ,*,, : !,2, ... , c=,E¡" ilDt

If the initial displacement and velocity are given by

w(x,y,t)1,=o= f (x,y) (5.11)

123 _
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õw(x,y,t)
l,=o= g(x,Y),

ôt

then the coefficient s B*nand B" *nmay be found from

(5.12)

(s.13a)

and

. mîrt nfiv , ,
g(x, y) stn 

- 
sn: dxdy .

AD
(5.13b)

Equation (S.9), with X*,, B"*n and B*n given by (5.10), (5.13a) and (5.13b),

represents the closed form solution of the problem.

An analytical solution for the equation (S.8) may be also found in the case of a

circular uniform membrane with fixed boundaries.

In our study we will consider a square, per-symmetric, non-uniform membrane,

fixed af x:0, x:2A, !:0, y:2a. A per-symmetric membrane is a membrane whose

physical properties are symmetric about the axis x:d' ãÍady:a., as shown in Figure

5-4. It is well known that the mode shapes of a per-symmetric membrane are

either symmetric or anti-symmetric. The symmetric modes can be thus determined

by considering one quarter of the membrane only, ie. the area laying between

O ( x ( a and 0 <7 < a. The boundary conditions for this membrane are

B,,n = fi" Il V a, r) *nw "inff a*at'

Biu.=#!'!
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u(0,y) = g

u(x,O) = g

(s.1aa)

(s.14b)

(s.1ac)

(5.14d)

In the following section we will analyse the finite difference model for this

membrane. \üüe will show that if three symmetric mode shapes, one eigenvalue

and the total mass are given then the model, under some conditions that will be

determined, yield a unique solution to the inverse problem.

v

a

A-'

Figure 5-4 A persymmeüic membrane
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5.3 The fïnite-difference model

In the method of finite differences, all the derivatives in the differential equation

(5.Ð and the boundary conditions ^re 
replaced by their finite difference

approximations. It is important to use the central difference schemes at all nodal

points. For simplicity, we assume that the membrane has rectangular geometry

wíth h and k being the grid spacing in x and y - directions, respectively. Also,

since the y-coordinate can be scaled, we choose without loss of generalíty h:k.

Letusdenotethevalues of u(xy)atthegridpointsx=ihandy;ih,i,j:1,2,...,nbyu,,.

Using this notation, the differentials in the equation (S.S) may be approximated

using the two-point finite difference scheme as

v

(o,n')

(0,2)

(0,1)

(0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (n?o)
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f=;rn,.,,r,¡u' 
,*r,r,,-Q,-,,, ,u' ,-,,,. ,l+ olh'¡' (5' 15)

*lno,, ryl: ;lQ, *,,,,, (u, *,, ¡ -' ) - Q, -,,,, (u, - u, -, ¡l* o Ø' )' (s' 1 6)

!P,,,*r,r(u,,,*r-uu) - P, ,-r,r(uu -u,,,-)f+ oØ') . (5.t7)ô
ôy

glor*,r>ô'9Ð
ÒxL ox

On the other hand, since

rl',*r/2,i=

we have

In a similar way, we may find

-uü -u,-t,i
u' ,-r rr,.i h

P(x,y) ôu(x,y) I
Ø h2

\Øe may think about the above approximation as a replacement of the continuous

membrane by a discrete model consisting of the z2 -asses which interact only

between the nearest neighbours by elastic linear strings (see Figure 5-5).

Let us denote the masses of a finite difference segment at node (i,j) bV m¡¡, andlet

the constants of restoring forces in the horizontal and vertical directionsbe kH¡i

and kv¡¡, respectively (Figure 5-6). \(/e thus define

Pi¡,m h2
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kf = Q,-rrr,i

and

kT = P,,,-r,,

Using (5.18) - (S.zO) we write (5.16) and (5.17) as

u¡j -u,-t,i

- u¡,i_t

(5.1e)

(5.20)

(5.2t)

(5.22)

*@X)= k|'¡u¡.'¡'t-' 
uu 

- ¡;

&? X): kt'¡ *'!'¡.t' 
uu 

- ¡;

h2

and

h2

Substituting the above expressions into the eigenvalue problem (5.8) yields

ki¡

k',¡,

¡',,

m.. .

Krt
mm m,rr¡

LI,J
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kï',,Yu#-ki u,j -u,-t,i + kl,¡u
ui

h2

t -uü _ ¡u 
uu -!¡,¡-t + ?vp uu, = 0 ,

h2

or

kIr,,(r,u,, -rÐ-tcf (u, -u,-r,¡)+kl,¡u(u,,i*, -ur)-kl (uu -u,,¡-r)+ì"mru, =0 '

Finally, by rearranging the variables in the above equation' we obtain

kf u,-r.,-(kT.r,¡ +kf )u, tkT*r,¡u,*',¡ +klu,,,-,-(kl,¡u+kl)u, tkl,¡*ru,,¡*,+Ì"mru, =0,

i:Lr2, ...rn; j :112, ...rn (5.23)

Equation (5.23) is a finite difference representation of the differential equation

(5.Ð.

5.3.L Boundary conditions

If the membrane is per-symmetric then the associate discrete model is per-

symmetric as well. It is thus sufficient to consider one quarter of the membrane

only, as shown in Figure 5-7. This part of the system may be consider as fixed

along the edges x:O and y:0, and free along x:a andy:b. It should be noted

that the free boundary conditions can be imposed by assuming that the masses at

the free ends slide on stationary, frictionless rods. These rods supply the tension

needed to govern the vibration of the lattice.
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In the case of a fixed edge, we require the deflection to vanish along the edge.

According to Figure 5-7, this yields

ùtY = 0'. ur,o = U2,o : "' = Ur,o = 0 (5.24)

atx = 0 : uo) = Uo,2 = "' = Uo,, = 0 (5.25)

Figure 5-8 shows a node (",i) 
^t 

the free edge x:a of the system. At the points

(n+ll2¡), j : 1,2, ..., n werequire q+Ð= 0. This yields
ox

un+t,i liln,i = 0; Í: n+LlZ, y:1,2, ..., n
h

or

un+r,¡ = un,¡ ; j : l12, ..., n

(nj+l) (n+ ,\,j)

(5.26)

o
(n+t j)

x=ø
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Similarly, along the points (i,n+ll2), i : 1,2, '.', n aÍ, the free edge y:þ we have

ôuQ'Ð 
= o, which gives

oy

ü¡,n+l - U¡,n-l

h
= 0 i x:1r2, ..., fl, y: n+ll2

or

ui,n+r = ui,n-r , i: l12, ,.,, n. (s.2Ò

\We note that the points il.¡,r¡1ârrd un+Ljfor i, j:t,2r..., n inthe above expressions

lie outside of the considered domain. 'We now show that these non-physical nodes

may be eliminated from the system by using equation (5.26) and (S.ZZ). Applying

equation (5.23) to points (L,l), Q,I), ...,(n-t,t) along the fixed edge y:Q yields

k\uo, - &i, + kT)uu + kf,ur, + k(rur, - (k{, + k(r)uu + {rur, + }'m, ¡,tr, = 0,

and

n(i,n+l)

)n(i

(i,n+L)

(i,n il)

" !:b
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klu,-r,r-(k|r,r+ kfr)u,,rt k\r,ru,*r,r+ k{^u,,.-&fr+ k{r)u,,r+ klru,,r+}um,,ru,,, = 0,

where i:2, 3, ..., n-l; j:7.

Taking into consideration the boundary conditions (5.24), we have

- (ki, + k{r¡ur, + k{rur, - (kL + k(r)u,, + k(rur, + }"mrrur, = 0 (s.28)

and

klu,-r,r-(kT.'r+kT)ut,l+k!r,ru,*r,r-@fr+k{r)u,,,+klru,,r+},"m,,ru,;,:0. (5.29)

At the point (2,1) we have

klfl,-t,t - (t{-', + kfr)u,,, t k|t,fl,*tt + k[ru,.o - ({,,, + kI,)u^t * kÏ,zu,,z +},n ,¡'t,,, 
: 0 .

The boundary conditions (5.24) and (5.26) give r4n,s:0 and un+r,t:un,r, which

yields

tfl ,-t.t-ff fl ,,t-çt{,r+rcÚ,,r)un,t*kl,,zu,,z+},tn,,r1't,;,=0. (5.30)

Applying equation (5.23) at the points (1,2), (1,3), ...,(l,n-I) along the fixed edge

x:0, we get

kT,uo,,-(ki,, +k{,)ur,¡ +kl,,ur,, +k(,,ur,,-r-(k{,¡u+k(,,)ur,, *k(,¡*rur,¡*,

132 _
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where i:L; j:2,3, ..., n-t,

or equivalently

-(ki,¡+f,)ur,¡+kl,,ur,,+{,¡ut,¡-r-(4,,u+ld,)ur,¡+{,¡*rur,¡*r+}'"mt,,ur'=0. (5.31)

At the point (1,2) we have

- (k{, + k{,)ur,, + k{.,ur,, * {.,u¡n-, - {,,ur,n +}vm.,,nur,,, = 0 , (s.32)

and the unknown quantity k(.,*, is eliminated from the system.

\Øe now apply equation (5.23) at the points (n,2), (n,3), ..., (n,n-t) along the free

edgex:a

kT,¡u,_t,i-(kTr.¡+kf,.,)u,,,tkï*t,¡u,*t,¡+k[,,u,,,_r-(kï,¡u+kd,)u,,,+k|,¡*ru,,¡*,

+?umn,un,, = 0

Taking into consideration the boundary conditions (S.26), we have

kT,¡u,-t,¡-kl,¡u,,¡+k[,ru,,r-r-(k|,¡u+k,I,,,)u,,r+kT,¡*tu,,¡*t+]rmn,,un,r:0. (5.33)

At the points (2,n), (3,n), ... (n-t,n) along the free edge y:þ we have

kl,u,-r,,-(k\r,+kl,)u,,,tk\r,,u,*r,,tk{,,u,,,-r-k\,,u,,,+}vm,,,,1t,,,=0. (5.34)
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Finally, at the corner point (n,n) wehave

kT ru n -r,n - kT ru,,n + k[,,u,,n-, - kX,nu,,, + ]vm,,,,1,t,,, = 0 . (5.35)

As usual, we write the above system in the matrix form

Ku : l,Mu, (5.36)

where the stiffness matrix K has the block tridiagonal form

Ar B1

B1 A2 82

!(= (5.37)

Bn-z A Br_l

A,

(5.38)

n-l

n-1B

and the mass matrix M is block diagonal

M1

M2
llf =

Mr_r
M

The matrices 41, Ar, ..., Ar-1 in (5.37) are tridiagonal and they are given by

n
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- (kI + *f;,,, + tcl, + klr)
tHK2'¡

tH
Kz't

- (k1,, + tcll,., + kl, + klr) k{,,

Ä,=
k1,,, - (k1.,-, kr,,_ t!,,) kl,,

- (kI, * *fl,,, + kl,,)
+ kf;r,-, +

Kn,¡

+

where i:!,2, ...,(r-l), and A, is

kl,,

- ç*f., + kl.,)

(s.3ea)

(5.3eb)

(5.4Ð

- (kT, + k!., + kl,,¡
K2,n

kl,,

- (k1., + kl., + trl,,) k{,,

A,=
kl_,., - $f.,, + kl,,-, + k!,,)

k:.,

The matric€s 81¡ 82,...,8n-1andMr, Mz, ..., M, are diagonal. They are given by

k(,,u

B
k{,,*,

i =1,2,....n-l (5.40)

and

kI,,*,

ffin,¡

u : lur u2... u.,fT ,

i =1,2,...,n.

tr\,¡

M,=
ffi2,,

Finally, the eigenvector u is defined as
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where Lt¡ : lut u¡z ... u¡nfT , i:!r2, ..-, n.

The resulting system (5.36) is of order n2 by ,', ,o its non-trivial soluti on yíelds n2

eigenvalues lrr, Ltz, ... ?"n,n and their corresponding eigenvecto6 u(tt), t(tt), ...,

u@Ò. As in the previous cases, this data may be used to solve the inverse problem

of the system. Flowever, if the number n is larga the model may become

complex. In the following section we look for an alternative'way to rePresent the

system.

5.3.2 An alternative model

The vector u in eigenvalue problem (5.36) is of dimensíon n2 and is not the natural

form for a two-dimensional membrane. It is more natural to arrange the mode

shape for the membrane in the form

fJ=

utt utz

uzt uzz

ur,

uzn

u;,,,

(5.43)

Unl Ur2

and to rearraîge rhe system (5.36) that includes (5.43) instead of u. To do this we

introduce the matrices A¡, i:1,2, ..., n as
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A,=

00
00
99

0

0

I

00
00
00

00 0...00

1

I

(nxn)

(5.44)

(5.4s)

(5.46)

(5.47)

andamatrixEas

I
1

Then, the system (5.36) may be written as

f,, =
1 I

1

where the stiffness and mass matrices are diagonal nby n matrices of the form

Kl=
kï,

k{t

k{,,

k{,,

ki,
(nxn)

(5.4s)
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L

ffi¡z (s.4e)M

ffiin

For n:2 we demonstrate that the matrix system (5.46) is equivalent to the system

(5.36). Setting n:2 in(5.46) yields

AIU(EKf E') + (EKI'E')UA1 + ¡,ArUMr
(s.so)

+ A2U(EK ln) *@KIE')UA' + l"ArUMz : 0

Taking into account expressions for A¡E and (5.+l)-(5.49), v¡e get

t;
I
1

:1.^[å:]t

1k{'Io
*Lo

l.^[: i]t

0

0It
utt

uzt Itr It It
utz

uzz

utt utz

uzt ilzz.

I 1 - k(,

Tl)

0

I

.[[;

0

1-r,)l-l.[[;

I
1It It It It

tH
- Ktt

-k H
t2

tH
- Kzt

utt utz

uzt uzz

utt utz

uzt uzz ffitz

ffizz

0

1

1

I

01

1

- k(,

1

0

utz

uzz

ffitt

ffizt

It Itr It It t)
1

01
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or

(urr(k(, + k(r) - urrk(r) (-u' t urr)k(r)

0 0

(u,,(k( +ki)-u^kl,
(-urrkl, +urrk{r)It 0l

ol

+
^t

uttffitt utzffitz

00

0 (rrr(kT, + k{r) -urrklr)
0 (-urrkL + urrkvu)

00
uztffizt uzzffizz

f-lr,,u,.lr, -u,,kî,) (-uuk{, + u,,oî,>f

0l
ol

(5.s 1)

].^[ l=[:

The above matrix equation is equivalent to the following four algebraic equations

- urr(kT, + k{, + lt(, * {rl + urr{, + urrkr!, + }vurrmr, = 0, (5.52a)

(uu - urr)kf, - urr(kL * kL) + urrk{, + Lurrmr, = 0, (s.52b)

(u u - u r) k!, - u r, (t{, + k,Ð + u rrk r!, + }uu rrm.,, = 0 (s.s2c)

and

(ur, - urr)kl, * (uzr - urr)kl, + ?uurrmr, = 0 . (s.52d)
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Equations (5.52a)-(5.s2d) yield

l(=

k(,

kn0
(k"!r+kÏ,+{r)

k#

+

tH
Kzt

kT,

0

kL

+
-(kTr+k(, +tc(r+k(')

tH
Kzt

td,

0

and

ffitt

llf =

ffizz

which is the same as K and M defined in (5.37) and (5.3S).

ffizt

ffitz
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5.4 The inverse problem

In the inverse problem, the unknowns are the physical parameters kH¿¡, kv¡¡ and

m¡¡, where ij : !,2, ...,n, as defined in (5.1S)-(5.20). If the membrane is per-

symmetric, only one quarter of the model should be considered, since the mode

shapes are then either symmetric or anti-symmetric around the edges of the

symmerry. In the following, we will analyse the inverse problem for this part of

the membrane.

The analytical model of the system is given by (5.36), or alternatively, by (5.a6).

'We note from the Figure 5-10 that the mass rnn of. the finite difference model of

the system is fixed to the edges ¡:0 and y:O by two springs kHn and kvy. It is

thus clear that, in the inverse problem, only the sum @'rr+þ"r) may be

determined, not kH1-andkvrrindívidually. Therefore, in the case of a system of z

by n fínite difference segments, the total number of unknowns is (322-1). To solve

the problem we need to have at least the same number of equations in these

unknowns. The eigenvalue problem (5.36) gíves n2 equations if one eigenpair is

specified. If three distinct eigenpairs are given, then (5.36) yields 3n2 equations. In

order to obtain a unique solution v¡e may eliminate one of the eigenvalues from

the given data and in this way obtain 3n2 equations in 3n2-1,+7:3n2 unknowns.

Flowever, we know that it is not possible to uniquely reconstnrd the system from

eigendata only. This is because if (1",u) is one solution of Ku:À.Mu, then (1,,u) is

t4t _
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alsothesolutionofKlu:l'Mtu,whereKt:oKandMl:crMrcL-someconstant

factor

Therefore, we pose the following problem:

Gioen an eigenztalue )"1 and, its corresponding eigenoecto, u0), tuo additional

eigen,r.tectors uQ) ond u(') 
"r,.d 

tbe total mass V( of tbe lattice. We uisb to fi'nd

tbe unþ,noun plrysical properties kHq, kv¡ and' m¡¡ , ii:!,Z, ...,n of tbe system

which conespond to the gioen data.

To solve this problem'we apply an iterative method where one of the eigenvalues

associated with the eigenvectors u(2) ,rrd u(') is used as an iterative parameter. Let

À2 be the iterative parameter and let the initial value for it be fu2(1), where ),'r(r)+Xr.

'ùØe start from the last row of the eigenvalue problem (S.le). This gives

- Br_rur_r - Arü, + XMrur, = 0 (s.s3a)

In the expanded form (5.53a) may be written as

- td,,

- kr,,,

u1,r-l

u2,n-l

(kf, + kl,+ ki,)
tH

- Kn.;

- k:,,, un,n-1

- kr,
(kl,+ nl,+ nfl¡ - k,H,

ut,

u2n

- ki, @f, + kl,)
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ffi2,
+

ffirn

The last row of the above system'

- kT,un,n-t - k|u,-t,, + (ki" + kv*)u,,,,, +?vrm,,un,, = 0 , (s.54)

corresponds to the point associated with the mass rnnn and also includes the

unknown kf, and k(,. This equation must be satisfied for all three eigenpairs, ie.

- kl,ul;.',-, - kl,u!!,,, + (kL + khuf) + \u,m,,uf;) = 0, (s.ssa)

- kl,"Í,|)-r - k|uÍ')r,,, + (kl, + kl,)ut:) + ?"rm,,,uf,2n) : 0 (5.ssb)

and

- ki,"f,)-, - k{,,uf;)r,,, + (k1,, + k|)uf), + }"rm,,,uf,3,) = 0 (s.ssc)

As in the previous cases, the unknown eigenvalue 1"3 may be eliminated from the

sysrem by requiring a non-trivial solution for the physical parameters.

Consequently, the determinant of the coefficient matrix of (5.55) must vanish.

This yields

uln

u2,

u)..

ffi\, 0

0

0

n cr(arb, - arbr) + cr(arb, - arbr)
N3= ,
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where the coefficîenfs a¿, b¡ and c¡ (i:L,2,3) are given by

a, = uÍl -"Ï,-r) bt = uf) -ulÌr,,i ct = -Lrul), (s.s7a)

a, = uÍl) -"Í,t)-r) bz: 
"Í?,) 

-"Í?,,) cz = -LruÍï) (5.57b)

and

a, = uf) - "?,-rl bz = u,9) -ult)r,, i cz = -'f,)' (s.s7c)

\üe assume that the system is undamped, so all its eigenvalues must be real and

positive. The condition ì.3 ) 0 gives

,) c2(a3fu - aþt) ) c1(a2fu - atbz),

k\,,,, m

ki,,
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if a2fu ) a1b2 and ca ) 0. (s.s8a)

b) cz@þt - aþt) 1 c1(a2fu - atbz),

lf a2\ ) alb2and ca ( 0. (s.58b)

d c2(a3b1- aþt) ) c1(a2fu - atbz),

if a2\ 1 a1b2 and ca ) 0. (s.s8c)

.) c2(a3fu - atbt) 1 c1(a2fu - atbz),

íf. a2fu 1 alb2and ca ( 0. (s.58d)

Furthermore,'we must have

a2b1+ a1b2 and ca # 0. (5.s8e)

Equations (5.5Sa) - (5.58e) are some of the necessary conditions on the given data

to ensure the reconstruction of a physically acceptable system'

Finding the appropriate value for 13 we no'w divide the system (5.55) by mnn and

determine the ratios îr# = 6 and îc'* = ü- from
ffinn ffinn

l:', I,l{li}=-{:;} (5.5e)
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\üle note that the condition
b2

'\ü'e now consider the (n-I) row of the system (5.53). It follows from Figure 5-t2

that the set of equations associated with the (z-1) row includes the parameters rnn,n-

t, þHo,n, þHn*t and kvr,r-1. The stiffness kHn,o ís determined in the previous step.

Thus, we may write the system in the following form

ar
o2

b1 + 0 is ùready satisfied by (5.5Se).

(r)
n,n-1
(2)
n,n-l
(3)
n,n'l

u

u

u

@f,)"-' -ul)r,-r)
("Í,')-, -uf),,,-,)
@Í')_, _uf;),,-,)

GLr,f,),.)
(-xr"Í1,)"-')

Gx'uf,),-,)

tHKn,r-l

kl,,_,

lll n,n -l

(5.60)

'We now divide the system (5.60) by *noand obtain

kI.*, m

kr,,,.,
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(-r,rÍll,-,)
?L,"1,1),-')
GLru ;,/,-')

îaKr,n-l
k r

n,n -l
ñu,r-t

ffir,r-

ul,',), -,
u (2)

ilril
(3)
n,n

ffir,n-l

ffin,

(5.60

(5.62)

(s.63)

@li',',-' - uli2,,,-r)

f"Í1',-, - uÍ'),,,-r)
(ul,'.), -, - rÍl) r,, - r)

(

(

(

(r)
n,rt- ')

')
')

-"t:,'\,-
l3l- ui.í,-u

H

where

î'X,, -l -
kï,._,

,î1,,_,

(3)
n,n-1u -u

kI,,_,
)

ffi,,,
l-

mnn

The value Íor t ,!, is found in the previous step, so the system (5.61) may be used to

evaluate ÊT.,-,, ît1,,-, and ñn.n-., if.

uÍt,),-,

"t:),_,t3lUi,n-t (3)
n-l,n-l

(uf,',-, -ul)r,,-,
@Í1,',-, -uÍ,'),,,,

) (-x'rÍ1),-')
) (-t"r"1,1,),-r)

) GLruf;,),*,)

0+

(

Equation (5.63) is an additional condition on the given data to ensure the

reconstruction of a physically acceptable system.

\fe continue to solve the (n-2), ("-3) ... 1 rows of (5.53) in turn. It follows from

Figure 5-10 that at the point corresponding to the mass ffin,í, i:(n-2, n-3,...,1), the

unknown parameters are mn,it þHr,¡ and þvr,¡. Introducing

nl,, =
kl., îv kl.,

->Kn,i=-)ll'ln,i=ffin, ffin,

*n'' *rcan determine these parameters from
ffirn
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î'Y,,

ffi,,,

- u1),,,)

-uÍ')',)
-'f)',)

(u!1,',

)(
)(

u1)',_,) ((rÍ2,,, - uÍ')r,
,!,t),,,-,) (ul,'),., - u',')r,,

(3)
n-2,n'Ít)r,,-r) (u

@Í1,ì

(rf,ì

GL,"Í),),)

çxr"1,1,ì)
eLt"f,),)

(ull.),., -"1!,))
@Í1ì., - rf,ì¡
@f,1" - ul,',ì)

n,i+1 ,
H (5.64)

(s.65)

(5.66)

(5.67)

î'i,,

assuming that

i]..
Irr,il - uÍ1,),-,) ("1],', -,Í'),.,)

aetl çul') - 
"t:,ì -,) ("Í'.1 - r,(,'),,,)

fr,Íi) - "(:,Ì-,) (u'Ì.1 -uf),.,)

(l)

ul'),, - ul')r,,
uf;)r,,, - ul,l)t,,,

I 1-i,,zj'Ì,,, )
) (-t"ruÍ!r,,,)

¡ ç-)"ruf;),,,)

?L,ull,),
Gx,"Í1)
?t"r"f,ì

îT_,,,

Êt_,,,,

¡ ç-)"rul')r,,,

¡ ç-xrul')r,,
¡ ç-?"rul3)¡,,

The next step is to conside r the (n-l) horizontal line of the model. '\Øe start from

the point associated with the trLàss tnr-1,n. In a similar way as in the previous step

we find Êf-r,,, î{-r,,and ñ,-t,,using

u

@1),,, -
@Í?,, -
@r),,, -

uÍ)),,,-,

ul,?r,,-,
(3)
n-l,tt-1

) @Í!,, -u
H

("1,\,, -"1)-r)
@Í?', -ut:)-')
@Í\,, -":)-,)ffirr-l ,,

n-2,n

j].'

provided that

1)t, - u

We may continue to solve the system successively for ij:n-2, fr-3, ...,2, L in the

same v¡ay. At the point corresponding to the mass ms (see Figure 5-11), the

following system must be satisfied
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- "ll (kr', + k{, + k(, + k(r) + uf} tc(, + uflni' + }"rul| mr, = 0, (5.68a)

- "Í? 
(ki, + k{, + k(, + k(r¡ + u$) k(, + u\| tc,!, + }"ru{! m,, = 0 (5.68b)

-"[1\ @i, +kf, +kd +k,Ç+u$)k,!r+u\])tcfl +],ru[|mr, = 0. (5.68c)

Using (5.6sa) and (5.68c) we evaluat' (ki' + î'(r) and ñ', from

and

"Íi)

@\1) -"li)
"{1)

("1,) -"$)) ("\'l -"li)
(5.6e)

("Íl'-"Í1')

Then we use equation (5.68b) to improve the value for the iterative parameter, ie.

ffir,,

7
k",,
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Í"\?) -"1!1Êi, +¡
"::) -ufitY{, -¡î'(, +t1,1"¡1t

L,:, = - (5.70)

(5.72)

ñ',r'[?)

since( n1, +n1, ) and ñr, arealreadydeterminedfrom (5.69). Using ),2Q) *estart a

new iteration and the process continues in the same v¡ay as before. tWe stop the

process when the difference of the values for two successive iterations is less than a

given small tolerance, ie. when

h,jr _ ltj-'r
<t. (5.7r)

Finally, when the iterations stop, the physical parameters of the system may be

evaluated using

¡(i)

ki _ wki . ,-n _ wîl _ wñu:, )Kii : n ,lll¡i=, 'Z,ùu Zñ, Z,û'u
i.j ¡.j i.i

The above solution is summarised in the following algorithm:

5.4.L Algorithm 5-L

For an n by n order model, suppose that fu1, u(1), u(2), u(') ,nd W are given. In

order ro reconstruct the physical parameters of the system we perform the

following steps:
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-) Set the srarring value for the iterative parameter l,2G) and the tolerance a.

b) Evaluate the coefficienfs a¡, b¡ and c¡from (5.57) and 1"3 from (5.56).

.) Solve the system (5.59) and determine k!, and îr[,.

d) IJsíng nf, determined in the previous step evaluate î1.,-r, î{,,,-, and

ñn,,-t from the system (5.61).

.) Solve the system (5.66) for i:(n-2), (n-3), ...1and evaluat" kT,,, îr1,, and

ffir,i '

Ð Consider the (n-1), (n-2), ..., I horizontal line of the system and determine

ki,, Iti,, and ñ,,,.

g) Evaluate (4, * t (r) and ñrrfrom (5.69), and calculate the new value for the

iterative parameter l,r(2), using (5.70)

h) Using Ir(') .ontirrue in the same way from step b).

Ð Stop the iterations when
L\')

¡(i)
<e.

,) Evaluate the physical parameters by solving the system (5.72)

(j)
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5.5.L Example 5-L

Suppose that one eigenvalue, three eigenvectors and the total mass of the system

from Figure 5-15 are given bY

Ir : 10 i ul : { O.ZO O.3O O.4O O.8O }r,

u2 : { o.3o o.1o o.9o -0.30}r,

ur : { o.3o o.9o -0.15 -0.10}r

and

n2W:Z*r: 1OO.
i,i =r

Ve first set the starting value for the iteration parameter, ie. l,r(1) :1. Using this

value we then determine the eigenvalue À3 from the equation (5.56), and obtain

t"t:2t8.9205. Equation (5.59) yields

nX = -A.SZ18 and *; = 21.5455

and similarlyby (5.6Ð we find

ttX = -50.5478 ; *; = AO.+031 and ñr., = 0.6786

From the point associated with the rr'aisS tnpwe obtain
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ki = 53.7605 ; kL =21'7113 and ñtz= 0.3722

At the end, using (5.69) and (5.70) we evaluate

tr1, + t 1, =90.651 5,ñtr= 0'3368 andt"2Q) = 16'8804'

Using )"2Q) we srarr a new iteration. Setting e:0.0001, the algorithm evaluates,

after 35 iterations, )uz:39.3272, \:107.8609 and the following values for the

unknown physical parameters

NODE tHRij þV
u

mij

2,2 281.9 509.7 46.0

2,1 91.5 935.7 27.7

1,2 1012.7 691.2 17.9

I 1 763.0 763.0 8.400

Table 5-1. The reconstructed physicd. parameters of the system

In order to verify this result, the corresponding direct problem has been solved

using the data from Table 5-1. The resulting values for the first three eigenpairs are

given in Table 5-2.
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I I 0.20 0.30 0.30

I 2 0.30 0.10 0.90

2,1 0.40 0.90 -0.15

2,2 0.80 -0.30 -0.10

Table 5-2.
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5.6 An inverse mode problem for a three-dimensional

vibrating lattice

Consider the three-dimensional lattice shown in Figure 5-13, and assume that each

mass vibrates in the z-direction only. This system may be obtained as a

generalisation of the two-dimensional lattice by adding the third co-ordinate. The

Newton's second law applied on the 1,7,Ë mass gives

kf¡u i -r,¡,r, - &Tu,¡,0 + kf)u 
¡r, 

* klr¡¡u, *r,¡,0

+ kvu¡ui,¡-t,* - (kl,¡u,o + kf)u¡ + kl,¡*r,*u,,¡*r,t, (5.73)

+ klou,.r,o-, - (kD¡¡1,.r + kfl)uuo t kÏ¡,0*ru,,¡,0*, +Xmrour¡ = 0 ,
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where we defined the physical parameterc k'nju, k'ojn, koriu and m¡¡p according to

Figure 5-t4. It should be noted that in (5.73) the parameters kD¡¡p are regttlat

stiffnesses of the linear springs, whereas the parameters kH¡¡pand kv¡¡pare constant

tensions of linear strings divided by variable characteristic lengths.

Introducing the fixed boundary conditions along the edges Ox, Ø and Oz and

assuming zero slopes ât .t:Í1¡ y:y1and z=Zt, this system may be written in matrix

form as

Ku : l,Mu, (5.74)

where K and M are given by

tD
Knz

m lll

tDKttt

I{,,

k(,,

tH
Kztt
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and

f(=

M_

Ar Br

81 A2 B2

Mr
M2

B,-z A Br_r

B A
n-l

n-1

(5.75)

(5.76)

M,_r

n

nM

The stiffness matrix is block-tridiagonal as in the case of a two-dimensional system.

Each submatrix A¿, i:!,2, ..., n is a bloclc-tridiagonal

C (,) D (r)

ct')
A (5.77)

DÍl'

and each submatrix Br, i:t,2, ..., n-| is diagonal

F' (r)

B
Fr(rl

(s.78)

Dt,DÍ,)

Dt?, cÍ?, Dt2,

cÍ)
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In the above expression, C¿(4, i,k:\,2, ..., fl are tridiagonal, wherea, D¿(t), i:I,2,

...,fli þ:!,2, ..., n-! andEpO, i,h:!,2, ..., n-! are diagonal matrices.

For example, in the case of a lattice shown in Figure 5-t3 and taking

kuoo = kro - kik k arnd ffiük = m, ii,k:1,2 these matrices are given by

CÍ') = Cf) = CÍ') = Cf) = -6k k
k -6k

-4k

D (1

I k
=[oDÍ

k
Ffu : Pjtr and Nf') = Nt) - NÍ" = N!2) :

0

k
k

k
0

-l
m

m

The stiffness and mass matrices are for this case determined by

-6k k

-6k

K_
-sk

k
0

0

k
0

$l=

k
k
0

k
0

0

0

0

k
0

k
0

0

0

k
0

0

k

k
0

0

0

0

0

0

k
0

k
k

0

0

k
0

k
0

0

0

0

k

-sk
k
k
0

-4k
0

k
-4k
k -3k

and

m

m
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5.7 The inverse problem

'We now turn our attention to the inverse problem of constructing the physical

paramerer, þ'rju, knrju, þorjn and m¡¡p from eigendata. -We pose the following

problem:

Giaen tuo eigenvalues )'1, )4, four eigenaectors u(1), u(2), uQ) ond uØ) and the

total mass W' of a three-dimensional lattice. Find tbe plrysical para,rneters of tbe

systern þ'rjn, k'rjn, korju, and m¡jp that conespond to these dynamic

cbaracteristics

In order to solve the problem we choose the second eigenvalue as an iteration

par¿rmerer and set )"r:?"r(t),where l,r(Ð is the initial guess. The system (5.74) must

be satisfied for all four eigenpairs (1.;, u(4). Setti ng i:n, i:n and k:n, (5.74) yields

the following four equations

(uÍ),.,., - ul),,)k\,, + (ul,'.I-r,, - uf),,,,,)kX,,,,, t (uf;),,,-, - ul,\,)k|,,, * L,ffin,,uf ,1,,, = 0,

@!,?r,,,,, - ul),,)kT,,,,, + (uÍ')-r,,- ul),,)k|,,,+ (uÍ,'),*r- rf),,,)kl,,,n tLzffi,,,,rl,'),, =0,

(ul,\,,,., - uf),)kfn, t (41),_,,n- ul'),,,)k1,,,,, +(ul,),,_,- uf),,,)kl,,,u tLzffi,,,,nul,')., = 0,

and (5.7e)

et\,,,, - Lt\)kf,,,, + (uÍ,2.,, - ulo),,)t X,,,, t (4!),,,_, - ulo),,)k1,,,,n t Lqffi,,,,nu:o),, = 0 .
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Introducing the coefficients

a,=uf,i)r,,,,-uÍi),,,, b,=ul,i),.,,-'Íi),,,, c,=u\,i,1,,,-r-'l,i),,,,i:I'2'3'4

and

d, = ?r ruf),,,, d z : L rrf,l) r, d, = )' ru!,),^, d o = tfa),,,

we write the above system in matrix form as

kY,,,

kI,^,.
tD
Kr,r,n

mr,n,r,

(s.80)

(5.81)

(s.s2)

(s.s3)

ar

a2

c1

c2

ca

c4

cl3

a4

0

0

0

0

b1

b2

b3

b4

dr

d2

d3

Lodn

The eigenvalue l.a may be determined from the system (5.S1) by requiring that the

determinant of the coefficient matrix vanish þhysical parameters must be

positive). This gives

where the minors D1, D2, D3 and Da xe defined by

D1

cl

c2

ca

cr

c2

ca

dl

d2

d3

ar

a2

a3

dl

d2

d3

bl

b2

b3

, Dz=
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D3

Dividing the system (5.S1) by *n,n,nyields

ar

a2

a3

b\

b2

b3

cr

c2

ca

(5.84)

(5.85)

(5.87)

or

a2

a"
-)

cr

c2

ca

bl

b2

b3

d1

d2

d3

(5.s6)

The system (5.85) may be used to evaluate the param rt r, Êf;,,,,, î',,,,,, arnd Êf;,,,, sínce

the coefficienfs a¡, b¡ c¡ and d,¡ are determined by the given data using (5.80).

The next step is to consider the point corresponding to the ÍÍLàss tnn-1,n,n. At this

point the following system should be satisfied

î n kf.,,.n îv = 
k1,,,,, 

and îc!,,,, - k1,,,,
K''''' = 

^,r"' 

K"'n'" = 
*r,r,n ffir.n.,

where

al

a2

a3

a4

kï_
4qd1
b2 c2 d2

4cad3
b4 c4 d4

kï-,,,, et

e2

e3

e4

I rt,tt tH
Kn,n,n ¡

kl-r,,.,

mn-\,n,,

a, : -uÍ,i),,,n, b ¡ = uli),,-r,, - utiÀ,,,,,, c, = uÍi).,.,-, - ul,i),,,,
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and (5.88)

d, =)",uf,i),,,, and e, = u[!)r,n,, - ":i),,, i:L,2,3, 4.

The system (5.s7) determines paramet rr, îf;-r,,,,' îX-r.,,,, î!-r,,,,and ñn-t,,,nt defined

as

, tt;-
tH
Kr-l,n,r,

*",, - kI-,,,,,
,,r,, - *n,n,,

în kl-r.rn r ^ ffin-t,,
, kí-t,r,n = *r,* aîdmn-t,n.n = *rr, ' (5.se)

,n,n

At the point corresponding to the mass mn,n-L,n we determine in a similar way

parameter, Êrn-r,,, Êl,n-r,,, îfr-r,,and ñn,n-r,,. The next step is to consider the

point corresponding to the mass mn-t,n-I,n (see Figure 5-18). At this point the

following four equations

- uÍ')r,,-r,,(kf-r.,-r,, t kI-r,,-r,,) + (uÍ2r,,-r,,-, - u[2t,,-r,)kl-r,-r,, + @Íi.),-r,, - ul!)r.,-r.,¡kf ,-r,,

kn-l,n-l,n

,n-l,n

m
n- l,n- I,n kvr-t,r,n

tD
K n-\,n-l,n

tH
K n,n-l,n

t62
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+ @[!r,,,, -uÍi)r,,-r,,)kX-r,,,, +]v,mn-r,-r,,uÍ2t,,-t,, =0, i:t,2,3,4 (5'90)

should be used for the determination of kl-r,^-r,,,kl-r,n-r,o artd mr,r-1,n. FIowever,

the above sysrem is singular and cannot be used for this purPose. To solve this

problem 'we assume that the mass mn,n-r,n is connected to the axis Oz by a single

string, characterised by the parameter kl-r,n-r,,: kT-r,,-r., t k|-r,,-r,, (Figure 5-16).

Then îT-r,,-r,,,îX-r,,-r,n, arnd ñn^,n-r,n are determined from the first, the third and the

founh equation of the above system

cr

ca

c4

î',-r,,-r,,

îl-,,,-,,,
ñr-t,r-t,n

îTn_,,,

îT,_,,,,,
(s.eÐ

where

a, = -uÍ2t'-t,s b¡ = uÍi)t,,-t,,-, - u[2r,,-r,,, ci = t",uÍ!)r,,-r,,, (5.92a)

n-l,n-l,n

m k1.,,...n-lJ'-l,n

kDn-t,n-t,n

tH
Kn,n-l,n
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,, = uf,2r,,,-r,, - uÍi,|,l,and f, = uÍi)t,,-t,, - 'Í!,,,,, ' i:l' 3' 4' (5'92b)

The remaining equation may be then used to determine the iterative value of 1"2 in

the second iteration vta

- orÊÍ-r,,-r,, - "rÊl-r,-r,n
+ urÊfr-r,, + frÊI-r,,,,

(5.e3)(2\
uì-1.,-t,,

\ùüe continue in the same way and solve the systems corresPonding to the mass

ffin-2,n,n,...,ffi1,n,n,...,ffi211 successively. At the point corresponding to the mass

n?¡1, the following equations must be satisfied

-,,,::1,G,',r+î(u+t l,r)*(ó'1,-,.t:?)îr{,,+(,',:l),-,',Íi')td,,+Q'|i\-,',Íi')îi,,+x,frt',,,f|,=0,

-,.,[?ìfÊi,+î(,+t,i)*@t1\-,.,:?Dî,{"+(,.,Í31-,4?Ðî(,,+Q'41-$?Ðtq',,+L,îry,,fll=0,

-,,,Í:,,1î{i, + î(u + td) * Q.,::,), - ,[i',¡îi,, + ø)ì - ,./¡10td,, + Q.4:¿ - ,4il¡n3, + x,fu,,fll = o

(5.e4)

-,4i1&i, + {u + hi) * Q.,tä - ,.,ÍîDî,l,, + (,.,:il - ,l$')td,, + Q.li) - ,fiiDkT,, + t"ofrt ,¡l!l = 0

The above system is also singular. In order to solve it we assume that the mass

m¡1is connected to the point O by a single spring, characterised by the parameter

klr=kTrr+k(r,+kflr.

From the first and the last equation of (5.94) we obtain

)'9) :

and
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filuìti
l4)uìtí

xr"ll\
Lo"Íil)li;:;,

r"\\\ -,li\)
r"\il - "î),)

("[))' - "Íi")
r"Íil - "[ï\)

@li\ - "li\)
r"lî) - "Íï',¡

(s.e5)

(s.e7a)

(5.e7b)

Ì=[

so that Ê(r, and frr.r' can be determined. The new values ?u2Q) are used in the

second iteration and the process continues in the same 's¡ay. '\üe stop the

iterations when

llr - rg-ttl
(5.e6)

¡(i)
(t,

where e is a given small tolerance.

Finally, when the iterations stop, we evaluate the physical parameters by using

,îio
;klo = 'i!ir--toz 

w'*

Zñ* Z,ù*
i,i,k=l i,i,k=l

kfr

Z,ñ*
i,.¡ ,k=r

, z Wî'ír ^,_t ,.. Wñ¡r
k:, - " aîomtJß n Ük- il '

Lñuo L,ñ*
i,j,k=\ i,j,k=t

The above solution is summarised in the following algorithm

16s
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S.T.L Algorithm 5-2

For an n x n x nlattice, suppose that À,1, Ir, t(t), u(2), u(3), u(o) .rrd the total mass are

given. 'We reconsrruct the physic al parameters of the system by performing the

following steps:

a) Set the starting values for the iterative parameter 1,20) and the tolerance e.

b) Evaluate the coefficients ai, bb c and d¿usíng (S.SO).

c) Determine the eigenvalue l.a from (5.S2) using Dr, D z, D t and D a defined by

(5.83) and (s.s+.

d) Solve the system (5.85) and determine the parameter, î1n,,, Ê[,,,, and î1,,,.

e) Using (5.87), evaluate the param"trr, îf-r,,,,, îl-r,,,n, îl-r,,,, and frt,-r,,,,.

f) Determine Êf-r.,,-r,,, Êf;-r,,,-r,, ^nd ñ,-t,,-t,from (5.91) and find a new value for

the iterative parameter À2(1) from (5.93).

g) For i:fl.-2, fl-3, ..., 2; j:n-2, fl-3, ..., 2; and þ:n-t, fl-2, ...,2 solve the associate

systems successively anddetermine the corresponding parameters in turn.

h) Using (5.95) fínd tc(r, and frt,r, and start a new iteration from the step b).
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i) Stop the iterations when l^.j';l!-"1 . r.

j) Evàluate the physical parameters using(5.97a) and (5.97b)'

To demonstrate the algorithm we consider 2x2x2lattice shown in Figure 5-20

5.8 Example 5-2

Let

À1 : 5;u1 : {-0.10 -0.15 -0.20 -0.30 -0.20 -0.35 -0.40 -0.70}r'

uz : { o.1o -o.os o.2o -0.10 0.30 -0.15 o.8o -0.40}r,

I¡ : 15u¡ : { O.1O O.2O -0.05 -0.10 O.4O O.8O -0.15 -0.35}r,

u4 : { o.1o o.3o 0.40 0.85 -0.05 -0.10 -0.15 -0.30}r

and

W-Z*ro:50
i,j,k=r

are given. tùle set the iterative parameters 1,2(1):1 and the tolerance t:O.OOOO1.

Then, using (S.80 we determine

o, = uÍt\ - u\!, =o.lo, az -- "Íî) - "\1) 
=!.20,

a, = uÍ)) - u\)\ =o.z), a q = "Íî) - "\i\ = O. 15,
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b, = u|1, - u\1, =0.15, b, = 
"t1) - u\tr\ =j'zs,

b, = uf,\ - u9\ =!.!5, b4 = "tl) - u\ll =o'zo,

c, = u\?, - u\1, =0.+0, cz =,411-'t1\ =O'30,

", = uL)\ - r4)), = 0.25, c + =,'ó:l -'''ttl = 1' 1 5,

d, = t ru\1, - -3.50, d, = Lru[l] = -0.40

and

d, = )"ru\)\ = -5.25, do = u\)) = -0.30.

The eigenvalue l,a is determined using (S.SZ which gives )"+:29.94t6. Using (5'85)
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we evaluate the param rtrr, îrS, tc{t andîtfl, 
^t

ttT = -2.395, îL, :3.31 87 and krPr, = 7 '5258 .

In the next step we consider the node corresponding to the marss fftp2. At this

point the system (5.s7) must be satisfied. Its solution gives

n5, = -1.5968, Ê(r, :1.8433, ÊTr, :6.1614 andñrrr: 0.8170.

.We continue in the same way and solve the systems corresponding to the mass

trt2n, fitn2 and rn22y. At the point corresponding to the mass rnÍ2 wê use (S.lt)

and obtain

Ê1, = 0.8546, Ê1,, : 6.9796 andñrr, = 0.6347 .

Then, using (5.93) we evaluate a new value for the iterative Parameter

?'"2Q): l.7L9o.

lWe continue to solve the systems corresponding to the màss tn22¡, n?.n1, aîd rnnl

At the last node (*ttt) we use (5.95) to obtain

Êt , = 13.9427 and ñrr, = o.196o .
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Using )"rQ) *e start a new iteration, and the process continue in the same 's¡ay.

After Z4 loops the iteration stops and the algorithm produces the values for the

I
physical parameters using L,ñ* = 5.8134. The results are shown ín Table 5-3

¡,i ,k

NODE STIFFNESS MASS

tHre ;jp þV
ijþ

tD
R ijþ

tZR ¡jt, mt¡

1,1 1 36.4406 0.6206

5.4034

4.7241

2,1,1 25.9610 55.8326

1,2,1 41.3230 29.5126

2,2,1 44.7233 43.7134 46.2729 7.8364

1,1,2 51 .9153 30.2113 71404

2,1 ,2 30.4917 32.1350 37.1 91 3 7.6982

1,2,2 27.0204 27.8096 33.7044 7.9761

2,2,2 23.8622 27.9641 32.8915 8.6008

Table 5-3. The reconstructed physical parameters

5.9 Sumrnaty

A problem of reconstructing the physical parameters of a two-dimensional per-

symmetric membrane and a simply connected three-dimensional lattice has been

considered. It has been shown that the physical parameters of the two-

dimensional model may be reconstructed if one eigenvalue, three eigenvectors and
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the total mass are given. In the case of the three-dimensional lattice, one

eigenvalue, four eigenvectors and the total mass are needed for the reconstruction.

In order to determine unknown eigenvalues needed for the solution' we developed

an iterative procedure, where these eigenvalues are used as the iterative Parameters.

The reconsrrucrion algorithms are illustrated f.or a two and three-dimensional

lattices made up of series of masses and elastic rods.

l7l 
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CHAPTER 6

ffi

6.L Introduction

The previous analysis shows that the physical parameters of vibrating systems may

be obtained from the knowledge of some of their dynamic properties, ie. the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The model type and order must be known in

advance. If the given data corresponds to the identified model and if the data is

complete and error free, the solution is unique. In a practical situation, however,

the eigendata must be determined experimentally, for example by the

experimental modal analysis. Consequently, this will introduce measurement

errors and the results may be corrupted. In order to validate the accuracy of the

proposed methods for solving the inverse problems, a simple experiment is carried

our. In the following we give the description of the model and experimental set-

uP.

6.2 Tl¡ie model

An important step in solving the inverse problem is to properly identify the

model and its order such that the measured frequencies and mode shapes
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realistically correspond to the model. For these reasons a model of a high building

stnrcture, as shown in Figure 6-4, has been chosen for the experiment. The model

is simple, easy to construct and measurements and convenient for re-configuration.

The stnrcture is constructed in such a. way that its predominant vibrations are in

the x direction, so it may be considered as a one dimensional system. It is known

from the theory of vibration that such systems may be realistically modelled as the

idealised undamped mass-springs systems (Figure 6-7). This means that the inverse

problem for such systems may be solved applying the solution for the general

discrete models, as shown in chapter 3.

The number of degrees-of-freedom of the model corresponds to the number of

floors of the stnrcture and it may be easily reconfigured to any desired degrees-of-

freedom. The masse s rn¡ of. the theoretical model might be approximated by the

total weight of the floors. Alternatively, if the weight of the columns is not

negligible compare to the weight of floors, they may be taken into account.

kr

x3

mr m2 m3

Figure 6-1: The mass-spring model
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6.3 The stiffness and mass determination

In the mass-spring system representatio of the stnrcture (Figure 6-t), ki are the

stiffnesses of the connecting springs asso iated with the structure's columns. The

values for k¡would be equal to the static force that should be applied to the system

in the horizontal direction in order to produce a unity deflection.

Applying the methods from the theory of strengths of materials, it can be shown

that the stiffnesses of the springs acting in shear are given by

(6.1)

where

,I - moment of inertia of the spring

E - Young's modulus of elasticity of the spring's material

I - the length of the spring.

FIowever, since there are two sides to each wall, the actual spring's stiffnesses are

the sum of the stiffnesses of the individual columns

174 
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assuming that there is no variation in the characteristics between the two sides.

On the other hand the moment of inertia of the spring may be given by

ab3 (6.3)
t2

I

where a ís thewidth of the spring and b is the spring's thickness. Substituting (6.3)

into (6.2) yields

(6.4)

Equation (6.4) may be used for the determination of the theoretical values for the

model's stiffnesses. In the actual $nrcture the walls are constructed of aluminium

box sections of the length varyíng from 95mm to 700mm. Substituting these

values into (6.4) yields

P.(theoo) : 3z8,ooo N/ m - 487,oooN/ rn (6.s)

On the other hand, the stiffnesses may be also determined experimentally using

the Hooke's law

F : -þx, (6.6)

where ic is the applied force, x is the resulting deflection and þ, represents the

stiffness of the elastic body. The experimental set-up for the stiffness

determination of the actual aluminium box sections is shownin Figure 6-2. In this

experiment, a number of masses M¿ are attached onto the box section and the

k, 2ab3
E¡

l3
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resulting deflections are measured and recorded. \We calculate the stiffness as a

ratio between the applied force F¡ andthe corresponding deflection x;. The results

for one of the box sections are shown ín Table 6-t. Because of the notable

variations in the individual values for the stiffness Parameters' 'we graphically

plotted the data (see Figure 6-3) and determined the parameters ,ä; as the slope of

the best-fit straight line. Using this method we found that år:337550 N/m. In a

similars¡ay we determined all other stiffness.

The comparison between the experimentally determined values for k¡ and the

theoretical value (6.5) may be used for the validation of the theoretical model.

Once the individual stiffnesses ,ä; are determined, the stiffness matrix K for the

whole system may be constnrcted using the standard three diagonal form

BOX SECTION DIAL INDICATOR

MOUNTING PLATE

ATTACHED MASS

Figure 6-2 The experimental determination of the stiffness
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MASS
(kg)

FORCE
(N)

DEFLECTION
(mm)

STIFFNESS
(N/m)

2.531 24.8291 0.071 349706

351 807

332785

3.120

3.528

30.6072 0.087

0.10434.6097

4.015 39.3871 0125 31 5097

3333224.587 44.9985 0.135

5.024 49.2854

53.9354

0.148 33301 0

3308925.498 0.163

6.005 58.9091 0.171 344497

6.550

7.015

64.2555

68.8172

0.1 95

0.212

32951 5

324609

3267827.495 73.5259 0.225

7.996 78.4408 0.238

0.252

0.272

329583

8.512

9.012

83.5027

88.4077

331 360

325028

9.495 93.1459 0.284 327979

9.995

10.510

98.0509

103.1031

0.303

0.307

323600

335841

33314611.003 107.9394 0.324

11.485 112.6679 0.338 333337

12.007

12.516

117.7887

122.7820

0.351

0.365

335580

336389

12.989 127.4221 0.375 339792

13.508 132.5135 0.392 338045

Table 6-1 Experimental determination of the stiffness å1
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(k, + kr)
-k2

-k2
(kr+kr) -k3K_ (6.7)

-ks ks

The mass matrix of the mass-spring model is diagonal and may be either of the

form

M1

M= M2
(6.8)

Ms

140

120

80

40

20

0
0510152025303540

Deflection (m/105)

Figwre 6-3 The determination of the stiffness ,ä1

100

60

z
o(,¡-o
lJ-

ct
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or more accurately as

2m.(M'+i)
2m^(Mr+;) (6.e)

(Mn++'

where the masses of the springs lft¿ arê taken into account. In this model we

assume that all masses are rigid, and their values are determined using alaboratory

weighing machine. The results are given ín Table 6-2.

llf =

STIFFNESS
(N,m)

MASS /|ti
(kg)

1 337,550 3.916 0.172

2 352,410 3.408 0.172

3 350,860 6.897 0.172

4 353,680 3.556 0.172

5 347,210 2.702 0.172

6 345 550 5.876 o.172

7 353,780 4.313 0.172

8 351,340 5.841 0.172

I 342,120 4.191 0.086

Table 6-2The experimental determination of the physical parameters
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6.4 Experimental set-uP

The actual model of a nine story building stnrcture is shown ín Figure 6-4. Figwre

6-6 shows the detail of how plates are connected between the walls and the shape

and dimensions of the wall sections. Commercially available aluminium is used

forthe wall box sections with the averarge mass of about A.449kg. The plates are

made from mild and galvanised steel of different thickness. Their approximated

masses vary from O.OZkg to 0.5 kg each. The connections between the plates and

box sections are obtained by sets of four hex-headed bolts M6x1.0 at each floor.

In order to experimentally obtain the dynamic properties of the model, the

stnrcrure is excited by means of an impulse hammer at modes t to 9. The impact

force and model vibrations are measured using a Bräel and Kjær accelerometer type

9O4O and a Bräel and Kjær signal analyser type 2032. The signal produced by

model vibrations was amplified by a Brüel and Kjær charge amplifier 5666 and

analysed on a PC workstation. The schematic detail of the experimental set-up is

shown tn Figure 6-6.

The test procedure consisted of acquiring the response data from a fixed location

at the top of the structure, while the impacts were made by the hammer at

multiple locations. A prescribed set of excitation points was chosen to coincide

with the node points of the model. To obtain the more accurate measurements,

these locations were excited ten times each and then arithmetically averaged.
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0

Figure 6-4. The model of a nine story building
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z

12.0

160.0

215.0

_T
otcil

o
c;o

x

160.0

Figure 6-6. The joint and the box section

To obtain experimental resonance frequencies and corresponding mode shapes of

the structure, rhe relative horizontal displacements of each nodal point are

measured by an accelerometer. The attached signal analyser transforms the signal

from the accelerometer and generates the frequency response function. Since the

model acts as a nine-degree-of-freedom discrete system, nine peaks are recorded in

a FRF function, as shown in Figure 6-7. Using the signal analyser these peaks are

accurately identified and their positions measured. This gives us the nine natural

frequencies and their associated mode shapes.

Figure 6-7 The frequency response function

Ê0.ú
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6.5 Experimental results

The values in Herrz f.or the resonance peaks are given in the Table 6-3. The

variations in the measurement were relatively small for the frequencies. Flowever,

the values for the relative displacements varied by about !l-3o/o, depending on the

individual modes. We then compared these values with the corresponding values

of the theoretical lumped-mass model with K and M being given by (6.7) and (6.9).

The difference in the evaluation of the natural frequency from the theoretical

model versus experimental result was less than 7o/o. Taking into account the

variation in the material properties, cross-section and overall dimensions, the

theoretical results are acceptable.

MODE
EXPERIMENTAL
FREQUENCIES

THEORETICAL
FREQUENCIES

RELATIVE
ERROR (%)

1 6.75 7.1439 5.51

2 20.50 21.3838 4.13

3 35.25 35.3869 0.39

4 53.00 51.7427 2.43

5 62.00 58.9666 5.14

6 72.75 68.2539 6.59

7 83.00 78.9006 5.19

I 92.25 87.1926 5.80

I 107.00 97.5080 9.73

Table 6-3. The experimental and theoretical values for peak frequencies
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6.6Yerification of the inverse algorithm

The next step is ro use these values and reconstruct the physical parameters k¡and

ffii, i:7, 2,...,9 by solving the inverse problem. In the following we use the

algorithm 4.1 developed in Chapter 4. In order to apply the algorithm, one

eigenvalue, two eigenvectors and the total mass of the model are needed to be

known as the input. All of these properties are measured using the experimental

ser-up from Figure 6-6. An important question here is which two (of possible

nine) eigenpairs to use. It has been found that the use of some modes leads to

unrealistic results for the reconstructed physical parameters. FIowever, using the

third and fourth modes was successful, as will be shown later. To explain this fact

.we nore that the mass-spring representation may give about n/2 reasonable

accurare eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors. This explains the poor

results in applying the higher order modes in the testing. The unrealistic results in

using the first two modes may be unexpected, since, theoretically, they should be

the most accurate. Flowever, from the physical point of view, it is clear that the

lower modes of vibration and in particular the fundamental mode, is influenced by

the grounding mass, which is about 25 kg. In the experimental set-up this mass is

simply grounded on the floor and therefore may slightly vibrate, while in the

theoretical mass-spring model we assume that this end is fixed.

In order to reconstruct the physical parameters k,¡ and ffii, i:L, 2, ...,9 we apply

the algorithm 4.1 for the general discrete vibrating system, developed in Chapter
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4. Taking the third and fourth eigenpairs from Table 6-4 as input, the algorithm

produces the solutions for the physical parameters. The results are given ín Table

6-5

\Øe note from Table 6-5 that all values for physical parameters are positive. This

means that the model may be now physically reconstructed using the definition

for the mass and stiffness matrices given by (6.1) and (6.9). The maximum relative

error for the calculated values for the stiffnesses is 18.5 o/o and t5.6 o/o for the

masses. In both cases the maximum errors correspond to the end points of the

stnrcture. Clearly, the deviation in the results at these points is a consequence of

the errors in the modelling of the boundary conditions.

NODE fr=6.75 Hz f z=20.50 Hz f s=35.25 Hz f ¿=53.00 Hz

u(t) u(2) u(3) u(o)

1 105.0 308.5 418.5 242.O

2

3

98.0

95.5

211.5

61.5

163.5 -101.0

-261.5 -288.5

4 87.0 -1 15.5 -532.0 -108.5

5 68.0 -219.0 -358.5 241.0

6 57.0 -311.5 -46.0 401.0

7 40.0 -346.0 305.0 172.5

I 27.0 -275.5 394.0

290.0

-378.0

9 13.0 -170.0 -595.0

Table 6-4. The first four eigenpairs of the structure
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NODE & GoMPUTED
(N,m)

& MEASURED
(N/m)

RELATIVE
ERROR (%)

1 275085 337550 18.5

2 304276 352410 13.7

3 388336 350860 10.7

4 375573 353680 6.2

5 398246 347210 14.7

6 416117 363550 14.5

7 360598 353780 1.9

I 349022 351 340 0.7

I 392700 342120 14.8

NODE m¡ COMPUTED
(kg)

rn¡ MEASURED
(kg)

RELATlVE
ERROR (%)

1 3.3833 3.9733 14.9

2 3.4255 3.4653 1.1

3 6.5009 6.9553 6.5

4 3.2681 3.3243 1.7

5 2.9714 2.7593 7.7

6 6.5041 5.9333 9.6

7 3.9596 4.3703 9.4

I 6.0092 5.8983 1.9

I 4.8778 4.2197 15.6

Table 6-5. The calculated physical parameters of the model
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6.7 Summary

A model of a higher srorey building has been developed and used to

experimentally verify the solution of the proposed reconstruction algorithms.

The physical parameters of the structure, ie. the masses and stiffnesses of the

corresponding mass-spring model, are first experimentally determined by

measuremenrs. Then, they are calculated by using the inverse algorithm for the

general discrete models, developed in chapter 3. The input data consists of one

eigenvalue, two eigenvectors and the total mass of the model. This eigendata are

obtained experimentally by exciting the structure by an impact hammer and

evaluating the response in number of points, corresponding to the floors of the

model.

Comparison between calculated and measured values for the stiffness and the mass

parameters shows a good compliance for all particular nodes.
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CHAPTER 7

e

In the conremporary engineering analysis a" gre f deal of effort has been invested in

the problem of control of structural vibrations. Structural vibration ate

commonly presented in many machines and products and may decrease the life

cycle of structure's parts, increase the level of noise and discomfort and câuse

breakage and malfunctioning. The main task of the designer is to determine the

dynamic behaviour of the system under consideration and to ensure the effects of

their structural vibrations are such that the system and its parts operate in a

specified range. In order to do this, the test model should be experimentally

studied and verified if its vibration response satisfy the specifications. If the results

are unfavourable, the initial model must be modified and then tested again. Two

different approaches are possible: firstll, w€ can redesign the initial model by

adding (or subtracting) adequate additional elements, and secondly, we may change

the physical parameters of the model (masses, stiffnesses or dumping) while

keeping the existing configuration and the model order. In both cases, an adequate

theoretical model should be defined. The most accurate option is to consider a

continuous model based on the distributed physical parameters. Such modelling

results in the governing panial differential equations of motion. Taking into
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accounr the initial and boundary conditions the solution of these equation leads to

the unlimited number of natural frequencies and their associated mode shapes.

FIowever, the problem with such approach is that the analytical solution may be

found only in some special cases and for simple mechanical systems. In the case of

complex stnrctures with hundreds or thousands of degrees of freedom, the

solution may be found only approximately using numerical methods'

The methods of finite differences and finite elements are amongst the most

popular of such techniques. This is particularly the case with the finite element

method, which becomes widely used as computer technology advances. The

major step in applying these methods is to discretize the physical system to a finite

number of subsystems - finite differences or finite elements, and in this way to

transform the governing differential equations into the set of algebraic equations.

Obviously, for a given physical system there may be defined many such models

and the basic concern is to determine the most appropriate one. The only

pracrical way ro validate the model under consideration is by experimental testing.

The modern experimental modal analysis allows a direct measurement of the

response properries of the vibrating structures, and in this way we can precisely

determine their modal parameters, eg. the natural frequencies and mode shapes.

This data may be used to verify the theoretical model. In the case of notable

disagreement berv¡een the two sets, the initial model must be changed. Assuming

that the model structure and the model order are appropriate this implies that the

initial values for the physical parameters (masses, stiffnesses and damping) should
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be corrected so that the agreement with the test results is improved. This area of

science is known as model updating.

In inverse problems the objective is to determine (reconstruct) the physical

par,.merers of the known models without a priori knowledge of their initial values.

The regular modal analysis approach does not take into consideration the

connectivity between the elements of the model and therefore cannot be used for

the determination of its physical parameters. The data that is used for the

reconstnrction consists of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the model. Unlike

the inverse eigenvalue approach, which is based on the knowledge of all of the

eigenvalues of the model, we use here both, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. It

has been shown that the systems with known connectivity may be reconstructed

if a small number of eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors are known. This

d*a may be accurately determined from the frequency response functions

obtained by experimental modal analysis.

In chapter 3. we used this approach to solve the inverse problem for a higher order

finite difference model of an axially vibrating rod. Ram and Gladwell lTIl have

solved the problem for the finite element model of the rod, where the stiffness and

the mass matrices are both tridiagonal and symmetric. It is shown that the finite

difference model of the rod may also be reconstructed using similar methodology.

In this model, the standard technique is to apply the two-point finite difference

schemes, which are characterised by the errors of order O(b'), h beingthe length of

an elemenr. In the inverse approach, which are generally ill-posed problems, this
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is often not good. In order to improve the accuracy of. the model we introduced a

higher order finite difference scheme based on four-point approximation for the

derivatives. Introducing the higher order approximation in the differential

equation for the rod resulted in a diagonal mass matrix as in the standard model

and in a five diagonal stiffness matrix, which is generally non-symmetric'

Although this introduces some difficulties into the analysis, the inverse problem is

rhen successfully solved. It has been shown that the mass and the stiffness matrices

may be reconstnrcted using one eigenvalue, two eigenvectors and the total mass of

the system. If this data corresponds to the anal¡ical model, the solution is

unique. In the presence of noise, however, which is more likely to happen in a

real situation, the solution may not be realistic or physically realisable. In order to

solve this problem and reduce the sensitivity of the numerical procedure we used

more eigenpairs in the analysis. The additional data resulted in an overdetermined

sysrem, which has been solved in an optimal sense by using the least square

method.

In chapter 4 we develop a method for the solution of the inverse problem for

general discrete models of vibrating systems. This may be a finite difference, a

finite element, or a lumped-mass model of one-dimensional systems such as mass-

spring sysrems, rods or beams. The stiffness and mass matrices appearing in the

eigenvalue problem KO = ¡,MO, are represented as the unspecified functions of the

physical parameters. It has been shown that these parameters may be

reconstructed from the knowledge of one eigenvalue, two eigenvectors and the
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toral mass of the sysrem. Since the actual form of K and M is not needed to be

specified, the reconstrufiion algorithm is applicable as a general solution' The first

step in the procedure is to evaluate the eigenvalue 1,2 that is associated with the

given eigenvector u(2). In order to solve this problem the original system of order

2n is reduced to ^î n order eigenvalue problem for which 1,2 is one of the

eigenvalues. The reduced eigenvalue problem is characterised by the n

dimensional vector a:[or dz...er], where ct¿)O, which may be regarded as an

eigenvector of the sysrem. It is well known that the 7ïh eigenvector of a Jacobian

matrices has exactly (j-t) sign reversals, which means that there is only one

eigenvecto, a&) that has all positive components. The eigenvalue 1,2(É) associated

with this particular eigenvector is then the required second eigenvalue of the

sysrem. Using this value, the unknown physical parameters are found by taking

into consideration the knowledge of the total mass and finding the inverse of the

resulting coefficient matrix. This general solution is then applied to some

particular vibrating systems. It is demonstrated by means of numerical examples

that the solution may be applied for the case of finite difference and finite element

models of non-uniform rods and beams, and for discrete models of multi-storey

buildings.

In chapter 5 the problem of reconstnrcting the physical parameters has been posed

and solved for linear two and three-dimensional vibrating systems, such as non-

homogeneous membranes and lattices. It has been shown that in the case of two-

dimensional systems, the data needed for the solution consists of one eigenvalue,
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three eigenvectors and the total mass. In the case of a three-dimensional lattice one

eigenvalue, four eigenvectors and the total mass is needed to be known' The

presented reconstnrction algorithm is demonstrated on two numerical examples'

It is shown that if the given dara corcesponds to the analytical model for which the

inverse problem is solved, the solution is unique and exact.

In order to validate the practical applicability and behaviour of the proposed

methodolo gy, 
^îappropriate 

experiment is carried out. A model of a multi-storey

building, which may be accurately modelled as a discrete mass-spring system, is

chosen for the test. The dynamic characteristics of the model, ie. the natural

frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes 
^re ^cc:ura;rely 

determined from

the frequency response function obtained by an experimental modal analysis

equipment. Using certain two eigenpairs corresponding to these data we applied

the reconsrrucrion algorithm developed in chapter 3 of the thesis. Then, we

compared the produced values for the mass and stiffness parameters with those

obtained by measurements. Using the eigendâta corresponding to the third and

fourth modes gives excellent results, which indicates the practical applicability of

the proposed methodology.

Future Directions of Research

There are several problems which remain open. The analysis of chapter 4 has been

made for the case where the known data of the finite element model consist of

displacements. In several models however, the model is based on the
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displacements and slopes (eg. finite element model of the vibrating beam). An

appropriate analysis is needed to generalise the results of this chapter to encounter

this case. In chapter 5 we have shown how to reconstnrct the model of two and

three dimensional lattices from the knowledge of their eigenvalues and

eigenvectors. The important problem of reconstnrcting such a model from

eigenvalues only is still needed to be addressed. tWe leave these problems for

further investigation in the future.
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APPENDIX A

k¡ : -6l6Et4 + 7282A2 -8 E3A3

k12: l4SErAr+ 63E2Az-7 E3A3

ks: -4EyAr-982A2+ EAt

lq1: 63E1At+ 20482A2 -72E3At + 98444

k22: -3608242

þ3: -56E1At+ l92EzA2+648?4+ 98444

lqa:7EyA1- l2E2A2- th\+ E4A4

k,,,: -36081,

k ¡, ¡ *2 : -(E rzA,¿ - I E i-rA i-r +12 E /4 i * 8 E 
¡ ¡ 1A ¡ a1 - E,*zA i *z)

ki,¡*t: -8 k,,,*z+96 E/4.i

kt,¡-r : 8 k,,,*z +288 EiA,i

ki,¡-z: - k,,,*z-24 E/'i

k,-t,n : 7 E n-4 n-z - 5 6E n-2A n-? + I I 0 E n-tA r-t + 49 E /4 "
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kn-t,n-t : -3 60 E r-rA n-r

k,-t, n-2 
: -(8 I 7)(k"-1,, - 3 48 E n-tA n¡ )

k,-t,n-3 : 0 I 7)(k"-r,, - 2648 n-rA nt )

kr,r: En-2Ar-z-728r-rAnt -104 EÁ,

kn,n-r: -9(k","18 + E,/4")

kn,n_z:kr,nl&+ 9Er/4"
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at:-(8q+7u2-4)

d"L: -(8 ø*1* 7 u*2- u*3)

h: t54 q - 37 Lt2 t t't3

b'þr: I54 ø\ - 37 t'!.'t2 * tt'r3

d2:9at-84+ua

d'þ2: 9 uot- 8 I'l'r3 + t'l'r4

bz: 17 q - 30 uz + t6 t4 -tt+

boz: t7 u'\ - 30 il'r2 r L6 u+3 -u*a

4i: u¡-z- 8 tlÁ t 8 u¡*t- Lli+2

4'F i: l4'ri-2 - L"¡-, + I tl.'t¡¡1- tl*i*2

b¿: il¡-z - L6 a¡-1 + 30 u¡ -t6 u¡*1 r tti+z

b*i: ,t'þi-2- t6 u'r¡-1 + 30 ø*¡-t6 u'r¡*1 * Ø'ri*2
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dn-l: Øn-l-ïun-2*7lln

4'þr-l: u'(r-3 - 8 u"r-2 + 7 l't''rn

bn-r: iln-3 - t6 un-2 + 30 un-1-15 u,

b'rn-l: ur-3' t6 il'!r-2 * 30 u'to-. -L5 ø't,

dr: ur-z-9l,to-1 18tL,

d'tn: il'ln-2-9 î,l"n-r + 8 ?t'rn

bn: ilr-2 - 27 un-1 + 26 u,

b'rr: Lr'rn-2- 27 u'þn-1 + 26 u't,
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